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coming
The British were busily engaged loading the schooner, and did not see the Liberty Boys
until they were close at hand. ''Surrende r!" cried Dick Slater, waving his sword; "don't
attempt to resist, if you value your livest"
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The Liberty Boys on the Pedee
OR,

Maneuvering Wit h Marion.
By HAR BY
CHAP TER I.

MOO BE.

moved so frequently and so swiftly that it was impossible,
l'l~Jt!~ly, to catch him.
THE BLACKSM,JTH SWORD-MAKER.
Dick bad at last decided to go into camp and then make
txpeditions in different directions in an attemp t to find the
Clang! Clang! Clang !
Swamp Fox.
A young man was riding along a road in South CaroHe was now out on a reconnoitering expedition, and while
lina in the Pedee River district.
riding slowly along the road he heard a noise of someone
It was evening just before sunset, and the time was beating iron with a sledgehammer.
August, of the year 1780.
Clang ! Clang ! Clang!
The 'young man ili question was n:o other · than Dick
He brought his horse to a stop and listened.
Slater, the famous captain of the company of youths known
The noise continued.
far and wide as the Liberty Boys of '76.
"What can it be?" the youth asked himself.
The Liberty Boys had done most of their work in the
He waited a few minutes and then rode forward slowly.
North, but had recently been sent to the South to help
"I'll investigate," he muttered.
make things hot for the British there.
Soon he rounded a bend in the road.
The company of Liberty Boys was now in camp ' at a
Before him, at one side of the road, at the edge of a
point · perhaps five miles from where we find their young
clearing
in the timber, was a little collection of log houses.
commander.
Close by the road, at a point fifty ya1;ds distant, was a
Dick was trying to find ·General Marion, known far and
blacksmith shop. rt was from this shop that the clanging·
wide as the "Swam p Fox."
sound emanated.
Marion was doing good work in this part of South Caro".Ah, I understand," said Dick to himself.
lina at the time of which we write.
Then he rode onward till in front of the wide smithy
He was moving swiftly about the country, mainly bedoor, where he brought his horse to a pause.
tween the Pedee and Santee Rivers, and was striking the
He sat in the saddle and looked into the shop.
redcoats and Tories unexpected blows at every opportunity,
Standin g in front of the forge was a large, bare-armed
and often where there was not a really good opportunity,
man, a long piece of a saw-blade in one hand, a large hamhe made one.
mer in the other. He was pounding the saw-blade lustily,
Dick Slater realized that if he could join General l\1a- and
the sparks flew in all directions with every blow.
rion's force the combined forces would be able to do some
The blacksmith did not see the youth at all; he was busy
good work, but he had found it an exceedingly difficult matwith
his work, and had eyes only for what he was doing.
ter to find tbe Swamp Fox.
Tbe youth watched the man for a few moments and then
Dick found many patriots, all of whom were willing to leaped
to the ground.
give him all the information in their power, but Marion
He patted his horse- a magnificent thorou~hbm~ "ni-
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mal-on the neck and said, "Stand there; old fellow/' anc1
then he entered the shop and approached the workman.
The man did not see him even now.
Dick paused and stood there watching the blacksmith.
Suddenly he stai'h~d.
He eyed the strip of saw-blade carefully.
Yes, there could be no dcniOt rega1'ding the matter. It
was beginning to take on the shape of a sword !
Dick was deeply interested now.
He was a soldier, and to know that a blacksmith was
engaged in making a sword out of a saw-blade could not
do other than interest him.
Still, he maintained silence. He thought it better to
wait till the man discovered his presence.
Presently the blacksmith ceased pounding and glanced
up as he was turning to place the iron in the fire.
He paused and looked at Dick a few moments keenly.
He was an honest-looking man, and Dick took a liking to
him at first glance.
"How are ye, young man?" the black8mith said.
"First rate; how are you, sir?"
"I'm all right; whut kin I do for ye?"
Dick had been doing some swift thinking, and now he
said1
"I'd like to have you make me a s\vord like that Qlit.
ars at work on,"
The blacksmith eyed the youth keenly.
"D'ye think I'd make a sword for a patriot?" he asked.
"That is what I am trying to find out," with a smile.
The man was silent a few mements, and thei: said :
"Well, I'll make ye a sword ef ye really want me to."
"Why not let me have this one when it is done?"
"Et's already prommussed."
"Oh, it is ?1'
"Yes."
"Who is it promised to?"
.The blacksmith.'s grimy face lighted -up with a smile.
"IIi these times," he said, slowly, "et isn't always a good
plan to tell all ye know, is et?"
Dick laughed.
"Well, I guess not/' he said.
"Still, considering that you wear a blue uniform,". the
blacksmith said, "I'll say this much-=thtt the sword is for
a patriot."
"I'm glad of that."
"I thought ye would be."
('Yes, irnci that mak~s me think that perhaps you maybe a patriot yourself."
The man nodded.
"I am somewhat inclined that way," he said.
"I am g1ad to hear it; perhaps you may be able to give
me some information, then."
"I shall be glad to do so, ef I can."
"! am trying to find out where General Marion and his
men are.''
"Y011 are, ~1i?",
"Yes, sir."
I

"I s'pose lhel uv course JC ate friendly to him?"
''Oh, yes."
"A1'e ye all lly yourself Y"
"I have friends not a great c1istan9e from here."
"Solcliers.1 eh ( '
"Yes."
"Whut do ye inten' to do when ye do find Marion?"
"I am going to join him and help him fight the redcoats
and Tories."
The blacksmith seemed to be pondering.
"I'll tell ye whut ye do," he said, presently; "ye come
home to supper with nie, an' we'll have a talk. I think
that maybe I can help ye."
"All right, and thank you, sir."
"My name is John Lock."
"And mine is Dick Slater."
"Et's supper-time now. Come along with me, Mr.
Slater."
The man took off his leather apron and walked out of
the shop in company with Dick.
"Oh, you have a horse, eh?" he exclaimed, as his eyes
fell upon the animal.
'"Yes."
'"I'hat is ·au right; I have a stable and plenty of feed. I
e a horse of my own."
went to the blacksmith · stable, tied Dick's horse
in a stall, gave him feed, and then went to the house anJ
entered.
The blacksmith introduced Dick to Mrs. Lock, a good- .
natured woman of about forty years, and to Lizzie, their
Jaughter, a pretty girl of about sixteen years.
"Mr. Slater is going to take supper with us, wife," said
the blacks.tnith.
"All right, John; I'll get supper Tight away."
The girl went into the kitchen to help hcJr mother, and
Dick and the nian talked .
They soon became well acquainted, and it was evident
that the blacksmith had become favorably impressed with
his young visitor.
When supper was Teady they ate heartily, for the meal
was a good one, and Dick and the blacksmith were hungry.
After supper the man said to Dick:
"I have been doing some hard tllinkin', Mr. Slater, an'
I've made up my mind thet et'll be all right to tell ye
somethin'. I know where General Marion has his chief
rendezvous."
Dick's face brightened.
"Tell me where it is!" he ~xclaimed; "I assure you that
you will never have cause to regret doing so."
"I'm sure uv thet. Well, Marion has his main camp
and headquarters on Snow's Island, wllich ii; at the point
where Lynch's Creek runs into the Pedee River. Et is
quite a big island, and is covered with heavy timber, .an'
filled with game."
"Thank you," said Dick; "I am sure that I can find the
place."
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"I'll tell ye what ye can do,." saiil the man. "Ye can
go with me."
"When are you going?" asked Dick, eagerly.
"Pretty soon; I hev a dozen swords made, nn' am to
take them to the Swamp Fox."
"TJrnt will be fine," said Dick; "we will go to the Liberty Boys' encampmenf, get my comrades and go right
·
along to Marion's rendezvous."
"Yes, we can do thet; but ye may hev to stay there
three or four days afore ye git to see Marion. He is likely
off on an expedition uv some kind."
"That will be all right; if we get to his headquarters and
stay there we will be sure to meet him before very long."
"Ye are right."
Half an hour later they set out for the encampment of
the Liberty Boys, Jack Lock, the blacksmith, carrying the
swords.

he .rode along until he came to the point where the Liberty
Boys had been encamped.
His fears were realized, in part at least. The youths
were no longer there.
It was evident that camp had been broken hastily. ·
"They were attacked· by a superior force and were forced
to retreat," he thought; "now the question is, where are
they?"
That was indeed the question,•and it was a hard one to
answer.
After considering the matter a ·few minutes Dick decided that it wot1ld be useless to try to follow the youths,
for he would be more likely to miss them than to find
them.
"They will return as soon as the redcoats are out of
(he way," he reflected. · "They will know th"at I will e:xpect them to do so."
So he remained -there and waited till J 6.hn ·Lock arrived.
"What is the news?" the blacksmith asked; "good ·
bad?"
"I hardly know," replied Dick; "my Libei:ty Boys are
atgone, and there qm bli no doubt but what they
the
of
trilt
came
they
How
tacked · and had to ·retre-i:tt.
affair is another question."
"What are ye goin' to do?"
"I don't know. I suppose that I had better wait here'
to see if they will come back."
"Thet may bE! a long wait, though."
"Yes, that ·is true."
They talked a little while and then the blacksmith suggested that Dick go with him to Snow's Island;
"Then you will know where et is," he said; "an' ye can
Wait here till your men Corne back an' can guide them to
the place."
"That's so; that is a good suggesti9n, and then you will
not bl' delayed from returning to your home."
So they set out through the timber, Dick walking beside
the blacksmith and leading his horse.
At last they came to a stream.
"This is Lynch's Creek," the man said.
"Then we are close to Snow's Is1and ?"
"Yes, et is just across this creek."
t'
"ls the water deep?"
"Not very; I think your horse .can wade et."
"How will you get across?"
"There's a footbridge made by a tree hevin' fallen _across
the creek. I'll cross 1;m thet."
"All right; then 1'11 mount and go right across."·
Dick did this, and a few minutes later the blacksmith
·
stood beside him.
"Now, come right along with me an' !'11 lead ye to Marion's headquarters."
"Is it hard to get to the place?"
"Well, ye heV' to know the way. An' I'd advise ye to.
keep watch how we go, so ye can come over the. same. path
agaiu."

er

'
CHAPTER II.
. ON SNOW'S ISLAND.

When they were within a mile of the point where t11e
Liberty Boys had been left encamped, the two heard the
·
sound of firing.
"Hello, what does that mean, I wonder P" the blacksmith
exclaimed.
"I fear that my Liberty Boys have been attacked I" said
Dick.
"I shouldn' wonder cf ye are right; there are lots of
parties of redcoats an' Tories in these parts."
"Arc there any good-sized forces?"
"Yes; forces consisting of two a:lld three hundred men
are common."
"lfhat would be too many for my Liberty Boys."
"How many men hev ye?"
"One hundred."
"Well, I hope thet the redcoats er Tories hevn't took
your men by surprise."
• "I hope so; lefs hasten onward!"
"Get on your hoi'se an' ride ahead, ef ye want to; I'll
find the camp, all right."
Dick had walked to keep company with the man, but
now he leaped into the saddle and dashed up the road.
It was a moonlight night, and he could see to get along
at a good pace.
The firing still continued, but Dick was sure that the
point from which it sounded was changing.
"It is a moving fight," he said to himself; "and I am
afraid that the boys are outnumbered and ha~e been forced
to retreat."
Then suddenly the firing ceased.
"I wonder what it means?" he asked.
0£ courioe, he could not answer his own question, and

·were
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They bade each other- good-night, and then the black- .
_
They made their way along; and were soon .threading smith took his departure.
Dick tied his horse and.then sat down to await the compaths leading between great s:wamps.
" I don't know whether I can remember this route or ing of his comrades.
He did not doubt that they would retu-rn.
not," said :Dick, presently.
The only question in his mind was as to when they would
so/',
do
to
a-ble
be.
will
ye
that
guess
I
"Oh,
come.
so."
"I hope
The time rolled slowly away.
At last they came to a large, open space in the. midst of
an hour passed, and then he rose and stretched.
Perhaps
rude-built
several
were
heavy timber. In this open space
they will come back soon," he murmured. ·
"Surely
log cabins.
do ye enny good ef they do!" said a rough
won't
"Et
"This is the place," said the blacksmith.
At the same instant that he spoke a voice cried, sharply: voice, and then Dick felt himself seized from behind in
strong hands.
"Halt! Who comes thar ?"
He struggled fiercely.
"Frien's," was Lock's reply.
He was not one-to tamely submit to capt\ue,
·"Whut ye want? An' who air ye?"
"I ani. John Lock,.the blacksmith, and. a .frien' hez come. He was an exceedingly · strong you.th, and he -made it
lively for · his enemies-for there were several of them.
along with me."
'l'hey outnumbered him so greatly, however, that he was
"Oh, I knew ye nciw. Come.right along. Hev ,Ye got
•
overpowered.
soo:i;t·
them swords?"
s
hi
Jog,_
old
the
on
sitting
was
he
late~
minutes
few
A
:
here."
amI
"Yes; that is.why
him.
before
standing
captors
his
bound,
arms
·
"Thet's good."
There were six of them, _all roughly-dressed and shaggyThey passed the. sentinel', and .as they did so he said:
ancl"bea.rded. · ·
haired
" Ther general hain't .here."
they were Tories Dick did not doubt.
That
"Oh, hain't he?" exclaimed Lock, in a disappointed
"Who are you, and why have you attacked me in this
voice; "I wanted to see him.".
·
"And so did I," said Dick. Then he asked the sentinel: manner?" he asked, with sphit. · ·
thet we air
say
ter
excep'
ir,
a
.
we
who
matter
!!'
o
d_
"Et
.
·
·
back?"
be
"When will he
uv ye,
pris'ner
er
~de
m
_
hev
we
why
fur
ez
an'
men;
king's
when
knows
never
"we
"I dunnno, sir," was the reply~
et."
done
we
why
tells
uniform
yer
uv
color
ther
reckon
I
·
·
·.
he's comin' till we see 'im."
to
blei
poss_
was
it
that
so
light
sufficient
gave
moon
The
"That's his way of doing," said the bhicksmith.
.
difficulty.
much
without
colors
They then went to the cabin that Mariori occupied when distinguish
"Yer er rebel," said another; "an' we hangs rebels down
in camp and found a couple of the Swamp Fox's men
there. These explained that Marion and the majority of in these parts, stranger!"
.
"Oh, you do?"
the ~en had been away two days on an expedition after
Dick said. this so coolly that the ipen stared in some
some Tories.
"They'll be back afore very long, I'm thinkin'," ·said o:rie. surprise.
"Yas, we do," was the reply; "but I reckon ez how't -ye
don' berleeve et, ye air so cool." _
"Well, I don't see why you should hang anyone for simCHAPTER III.
ply differing in his views from yours."
"Et hain't thet, purtickler; et's becos rebels air traitors,
.•
THE LIBERTY BOYS GONE~
and traitors orter be hung."
"I can't look at it in that light. I don't consider that I
John Lock left the swords and started back to his rome. am a traitor to the king, for I do not consider myself his
he wanted to get back to the su.bject."
·
Dick accompanied him,
point where the Liberty Boys had been encamped, so as to
"Waal, ye air, no matter how ye look at et."
·
be there when they came.
Then he turned to his five comrades and said:
When they arrived at this point all was quiet. The
"Bring 'im erlong, boys_; an' one uv ye bring his hoss."
youths had not returned.
"Yas, we mustn' furgit ther hoss," said another; ·"fur
et's erbout ther finest.. hoss th et I hev ever seen."
"Are ye goin' to stay here?" the blacksmith asked.
.
They set out at once.
"Yes; I want;to be on hand when my Liberty Boys rewalkparty
the
of
Two conducted Dick along, the leader
turn."
sixth
the
ing in front, while two more walked behind and
"Well, I guess I'll go on home."
"Yes, there is no need of your losing any time here brought up the rear, leading the horse.
They made their way along an· hour or more, and then ·
you for showing me the
with me. I'm much obliged
they came to the top of a high bluff which overlooked a
way to General Marion's camp."
stream. Dick judged that it was Lynch's Creek.
"Ye're welcome."

,"I shall ® ~o."

I
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The party stopped here, ~nd Dick looked around him
with interest.
·
He sa:w now a log· cabin standjng back amid the trees.
"Thet's whar we live when we're ter hum;'' said the
leader of the band. . · .
"Who· are you, anyway?" asked Dick.
''Waal, ef ye wanter know real ·bad I'll tell ye: We're
ther fellers whut air called th~r 'Bad Six' around'. heer." .
_Dick shook his head.
"I've never heard of you," he said.
~'Is thet so? Then ye hain't be'n in these parts long,
I take et,. stranger."
"You are right about that."
"Waal, ye'll know more erbout us in er leetle while than
ye know now, y01mg feller. We air famous fur never givin'
enny quarter ter rebels. We kills 'em jest like they wuz
snakes, onless thar is some ·reason fur not doin' uv et." . -_
" Indeed ?I' -.
Dick was perfectly calm and cool, though he felt that
the speaker was a heartless man ·and · meant just what be
said.
.
''-Now ez fut ye, young ·feller, we air goin' ter give ye one
little chance fur yer life."
"Thank you."
.
"We will do et, I say, pervidin' ye tell us who ye air, whar
ye air frum, an' all erbout yerself."
" I -will· tell you nothing,'' was Dick's determined reply.
"Ye won't ·tell Us ennythin' ?" ·
"I will · not!" - :
"Ye b.ea .bettert"
"No!"
"Why not?":.
..
"Well, for one thing, I don't choose -to.do so. And, be·
sides, I believe that you wouldn't keep any promise you
might make tc>-me."
.
-'
1
'Y~ ~erleeve thet, do ye?"
"I do/'
"Waal, I guess ye ah right."
"I was sure of it."
"Yas, ye air right; we wouldn' spare ye no matter whut
ye tol' us."
"I sized you up just about right."
"Ye ah er purty bright young feller."
"Thanks," with ·a scornful smile,
"Ye air brave and cool, an' we ltke them kind uv
peeple."
"Do you?"
"Yas ; an' we air goin' ter prove et."
"In what way?"
"By givin' ye er kind uv er chance fur yer life, ennyhow, whether ye tell us ennythin' er not."
"I'm 'very much obliged to you."
"Oh, yer welcum. I don' mind tellin' ye thet we e~peck
ter _git some .sport out uv et."
"What are you going to do with me?"
"I'll tell ye. Come with me."

The leader of the gang took Dick by the arm -and led
him to th~ edge of tiili blu~. .
·
"Look down thar," he said, pointing. ·
Dick did so. ·
"Well?" he interrogated.
"Efs at least one hunderd feet down ter tl:ier water m
ther crick."
"I judge so." ·
. · ..
"Yas; thefs quite. er long ways, hey?".
"Yes."
"Now look at ther face uv ther bluff right berlow us."
Dick did as told. He saw that the bluff was not perpendicular; it s~oped enough so that a person who was pretty
sure-footed could go down without j eing.in danger.offalling and breaking his neck. -T here was no regular path,
but there were projections of earth and stories, so that one
could get a foothold.
"-Purty s.teep1 hey?" grinned -the .Tory.
"So it is.':
"Think ye c'u'd go down thar with yer ban's -tied behin'
yer back, an' not fall?"
-·
Dick .started arid .gave the Tory a quick 'look.
"Is that what you are going to have me do ?" he asked.
" Thet's .erbout et."
Dick was silent a few moments, during. which time. he
scanned the face. of the bluff caref}ll~y.
"Well," he said, presently; "that will be better than if
you were. to .sho.Qt. or, hang m_.e." . :
"I knowed ye'd appreshiate et," was the reply; "yer e.r
brave feller, an' thet's why we -ai.r goin' ter _giv' ye ther
chance." '!'hen he turned and called out:
"Hey, Bill!" . -· _
"Whut ye want ?"" Bring th_er. rope."
"All right."
Pretty soon the Tory appeared, carrying a rope that was
about fifty feet long. The other four Tories came and
stood near at hand.
"Tie ther end uv ther rope ter thet tree," ordered the
leader, pointing to a tree standing right on the edge of the
bluff.
This was done.
"Now rig er noose in ther otlier ena UV ther rope an' put
et aroun' ther prizner's neck." _
Dick paled slightly, brave though he was, and a 'sudden
feeling akin to terror gripped his heart., He realized -suddenly what it was that the fiends intended doing:
They were going to put the noose around hls neck and
start him down the bluff with his hands bound together
behind his back. A misstep would cause him to lose his
balance and he would fall and w~uld he hanged by the rope
tied to the tree!
.
CHAPTER IV.
TH:i;l "BAD srx."
The "Bau Six.';
They were certainly well ·named.
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"Oh, we're fa'r enuff when we wanter be."
. That they were indeed bad there could be no doubt.
Dick took a good look down the· face of the bluff and
Only thoroughly wicked men would think of ·doing such
then said:
a thing as they were figuring on doing.
Six
Bad
the
of
rs
membe
"It will be very hard to get down there, even if my hands
Dick was confident that the
band did not believe it possible that he could· get safely are free; you had better free them."
'~Oouldn' think uv et," was the reply.
down the bluff with his bands bound together behind his
"A:Rd I must . go down in this manner, with my arms
back.
would
bound and a rope around my neck?"
"If they thought it possible for me to do so they
"Yas."
not give me the chance to do it," he told himself.
hint
let
not
would
they
that
hi'm
to
came
Dick's eyes flashed.
idea
the
Then
in
t
descen
the
g
makin
in
succeed
to
were
"You are a gang of cowardly brutes!" he exclaimed.
go, even if he
"Oh, ye think so, do ye?" the leader cried.
safety.
it~"
term
they
as
'
'sport,
some
have
"Yes! "
"They just want to
"All right; ef ye don' wanter go down ther bluff we'll
he told himself, bitter!,Y.
neck.
Dick's
around
noose
the
hang ye up ter er tree an' hev done with et!"
One of the Tories put
grin.
a
with
"How does et feel?" he asked,
There was something in his tone that told Dick he meant
reply.
calm
the
"It doesn't fe~l very good," was
what he said, so the youth said, quickly:
"Et's not exzackly ther kin' uv er necktie thet I would
No, you needn't do that. .I'll go down the bluff- or try
pick out fur myse'f," with a chuckle.
it, at any rate."
"It's the kind you will get one of these days, though,"
The Tories chuckled.
·
said Dick.
"I thort ye'd change yer min'," the leader said.
so?"
thin~
"Ye
Dick turned townrd the speaker.
"I am sure of it."
"I'd like to ask your name," he said.
"Waal, keep on bein' shore uv et., Thet don' make et er1 "W'y d'ye wanter kno'w my name?"
sttrtin fact, ye know."
"So that I will know . who to hunt for ' if I ·get safely
not."
"Oh, no, of course
through this affair."
Than the leader of the band stepped to Dick's side.
"Whu t will ye wanter hunt for rqe for?"
"Ever 'thin' is ready now," he said; "ye air ter go down
"To kill you!"
ther side uv ther bluff, an' ef yet git ha'fway down without
There was grim determination in Dick's voice, but his
:fallin', we'll ontie ther rope frum ther tree beer an' throw words only caused the Tories to laugh.
et down, an' ye'll hev ther chence ter go ther res' uv ther
"I guess ye won' ever kill me," the leader said. "I'm so
way without bein' in danger uv bein' hung ef ye miss yer posertive uv et, thet I'm willin' ter tell ye tny name. Et
footin' an' fall."
is 'Joe Joggs .'"
"Than k you," said Dick, coldly.
"Than k you; I'll remember it."
"Air ye ready ter start?"
"I Clon' think ye'll remember et long,'; was the signifi1
.
be.'
ever
wil!
I
as
ready
"As
cant reply; and he pointed down the face of the bluff and
et."
go
"Then
laughed.
Dick did not start right away. Instead he turned and
"Perha ps not; still you can't be sure of that."
looked the leader of the band full in the f~ce.
"No, not posertively shore."
"I. suppose there is no use of asking you to . free my
"You will untie the rope if I succeed in getting halfway
hands and let me go my way in peace.?" he said.
down without falling?"
"Not er bit uv et. W'y, young feller, ef ye only ~nowed
"Uv course we will."
et, we air favorin' ye· er whole lot. Ye see, we like yer
"All right."
grit."
Dick then advanced to a point where it looked as if he
"Well, see h'el,'e," said Dick; "are y6u honest in this might secure a fairly good footing and began the descent.
tlring?"
He moved slowly and cautiously, for the least miscalcu"How d'ye mean?"
lation, a single misstep, and all would be over. He would
"I mean this: Am I to have a fair show?"
go plunging downward to a terrible death by hanging I
"Abou t gittin' down ther face uv ther bluff?"
He did not want to end 11is life in this manner.
"Yes, and about being permitted to go my way unmolestHe was a soldier and wished to die in battle if he were
ed if I should succeed in getting safely down."
to have to die at all.
l'W'y, uv course! Ye git safely down there, an' we won'
"Goodby, rebel !" called out one of the Tories.
bother ye ru:> more."
"Ye hed better say yer pra'ers !" from another.
Dick did not belie\Te the man's statement, but he pre"My name is Joe Joggs," said the leader of the band,
tended that he did.
ngly; "don' furgit et, fur ye know ye wanter git re__ ''All l'ight/ ' he said, ":r'm glad that you are fair iri some mocki
venge outer me when ye git safely through this af!a'!.''
respects, at any rate.''
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"I'll remember!" was the reply, in a cold, hard voice. "I
never forget either my friends or my enemies."
"Thet's good. Neether do we."
"I will see to it that you remember me if I esc_ape death
here!" was Dick's grim statement.
. .
"Waal, I kin truthfully say thet I like yer grit, young
feller," said Joe J oggs.
Dick made no reply; he was now engaged in a peculiar,
nerve-straining fight for his life, al'!.d needed to keep all his
faculties on the work in h12.nd.
Slowly, step by step, he descended.
Suddenly a rock upon which he had placed his foot became dislodged and went bounding down the bluff, and
with a startled cry the Liberty Boy endeavored to keep
from becoming overbalanced and falling.

ON

THE PEDEJE.

something and save himself if be started to fall; but with
his hands bound it was a trying ordeal, indeed. It made it
extremely difficult to maintain his balance.
Slowly but surely he worked his way downward.
The cold sweat stood out on his forehead, but his nerve11
were like steel.
No braver man ever lived than this Liberty Boy, and 11erhaps no man ever had to go through with a more trying
ordeal than the one he was gcJng through.
Downward and. still downward he made his way, ahd
at last he was halfway. to the bOttom, and tlie rope was
stretched to its full length.
Dick got a secure footing and then called nut:
"Untie the rope-and drop the end over the bluff."
For a few moments there was no teply, and Dick could
hear the murmur of voices above him.
"They are discussing the matter, and the chances are
that they will refuse to untie the rope, after all!" thought
Dick.
CHAPTER V.
The thought brought the cold sweat to his forehead more
than ever.
A TERRIBLE ORDEAL.
He waited and then presently he heard the voice 0£ Joe
Joggs.
Dick succeeded, but it was a dos~ call.
"I'll tell ye whut we've decided," came down .to Dick's
For a moment he had th6ught that he would go dowb,
ears;
"we hev made up our min's tl1et instid uv untyin'
but by a herculean effort he had recovered his balance and
ther
rope
an' droppin' et over ther bluff, we'll giv' ye ther
stood there, safe for the time being, but trembling in every
ter
climb back up ter ther top uv ther bluff. Ef ye
chance
limb.
succeed
in
doin' thet, then we'll let ye go free."
'l'he thought of how near he had come to losing his life
"Just
what
I thought!" half groaned Dick.
in such a terrible manne1' was what made him feel so horThen he lifted up his voice and called out:
rified. It was indeed terrible.
"You
are not lieeping your word." '
The Tories were peering over the brink of the bluff, and
"W
aal,
ye see," was the reply ; "we don' hev ter keep
when they saw that Dick had saved himself they called
our word ef we don' wanter."
do\Vll to him :
. "That is true, I know; but I promise you that if .I do
"Say, yer all right, young feller!"
:;ucceed in getting out of this affair I will do my best to
"Come purty nigh goin', though, en?"
get even with you cowardly scoundre1s !"
"How d'ye like et?"
"We'll risk et, hey, boys?"
''I'll bet ye feel shaky, !"
"Yas, yas !" came to Dick's hearing.
Dick made no immediate reply.
"I don' think ye kin climb back up ter thet top; ;young
He simply stood there quietly and waited till he had feller," said Joe Joggs; "we air goin' ter go ter bed, an'
recovered his nerve.
in ther mornin' we air goin' tcr come heer an' look over
Then he began making· his way on down the face of the ther bluff, an' we expeck tl1et we'll see ye haBgin' at ther
end uv thet rope!"
·
bluff .again.
,
His narrow escape had the effect of making him doubly
"Yau sneaking seoundrel !" cried Dick.
cautious, and now he tested every stone before risking his
The only reply was a chorus of mocfi.ng laughter.
weight upon it.
"Good-night, rebel!" came down from above; "we wish
He did not want to have another such experience as had ye pleasant dreams."
Dick made no reply. He realized that words were wasted
just befallen him.
'"Ye've got good nerve, young feller," called down Joe on such scoundrels.
Ha listened and made out that the Tories were going
Joggs.
.
Still Dick made no reply. He did not feel like wasting away from the edge of the bluff.
"They
are
going
to
their
cabin
and
to
bed,
as
he said,".
words ou the ruffians.
On clown the face of the bluff he worked his way, slowly thought Dick. "Well, that leaves me alone to work out
the affair as best I may."
and cautiously.
Dick realized that it would be much more difficult to get
It was indeed a nerve-racking experience.
back
up to the top of the bluff than it Md o~en to get tloWI1
Had his arms been free he would not have worried so
much, for he would then have been ab1e to eaten hold of to where he was, and that had been difficult ~nough.
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Upward and still upward he toiled.
Indeed, he was not at all sure that ·he could. get back
Another hour passed and he was within a dozen feet of
at all.
the top of the blutl'.
He was weary no.w from .the exertions made in gaming
but
,
se.vere
'• l believe that I will make it after all!" thoug ht Dick.
down. Not that the physical labor had been so
e
becaus
He toiled bravely and hopefully on.
the nerve and mental strain had been very great,
At last he reached the top and stepped away from the
his arms were bound and the rope wa.s aro~nd his neck.
edge of the bluff back to where he was safe, so far as fallThe youth was far from despairing, however.
d, pantHe was possessed of indomitable courage, and did not ing was concerned, and .then he sank to the groun
·
··
ing, almost exhausted.
know what it was to give up.
t
!"
trying
dieor
bluff,
the
of
top
His nerves rela-xed, and for a few minutes he was almos
"I'll get back up to the
.
unconscious .
he said to himself, grimly.
. And this would be the literal ending of it all if h~
Looking up at the stars, he saw them as through a haze,
le
horrib
d
most
a
and
failed; he would undoubtedly die,
and he seemed to be dream ing-o r at least it all seeme
·
death at that.
like a dream to him.
The first thing to do was to turn around, and thil! would
A few minutes he lay there and then- he was himself
,
·
be extremely difficult.
again. .
time
·
the
in
ties
ifficul
d
·
great
me
overco
had
Dick
But
He realized what he h~d been through, and that he was
and
scout
as
acting
army
t
patrio
the
in·
been
that he ·had
;not yet out of danger.
spy, and he was ready to meet this one fairly.
The Tories were undoubtedly in the cabin not more
.
·He began work at once.
than fifty yards away, and they migh_t come out at any
was
face
his
He worked his way slowly around tiil at last
mom-e nt to see what had become of him.
been.
had
it
what.
from
ion
direct
ite
oppos
in the
And this thoug ht led to the one of how he was to get
w
No.
''
Boy.
y
Libert
th~
ured
the
n'lurm
that,"
for
much
••so
away, n_ow that he had succeeded in gettin g · up from
."
the tug of war begins
face of the bluff.
He did not look up the face of the bluff, for he feared
How was he to do it?
that he might become dizzy and lose his .balll.nce.
His arms were bound, and there was a rope around his
inch.
by
inch
d
upwar
get
way
his
He began making
neck, with the other end tied to a tree. How was he to
a
simply
was
it
steps;
take
to
He did not dare to try
· away?
game of edging upward, so to speak.
It seemed like a problem impossible of solution.
His experience gained in descending. was of value to him
"I guess that I will have to stay here till the Tories come
to
now in ascending. He knew how to place his feet so as
out and then trust to them to . free me," thought Dick.
get the best hold.
·Still, · he feared they would still hold him a prisoner,
But his progress was discouragingly slow, e-ven at the
might perhaps even kill him, and he did not like the idea.
best.
of risking this. He would eseape if ·11e possibly could.
··
Every few moments he pa~sed to i:est aild ni~k~ su_re of
But hDw could he do it?.
his balance.
The rope around his neck was beginning to weigh -terto
ribly. It' felt like a heavy chain and was begin-ning
choke him.
CHAP TER VI.
"I wonder if I will succeed in getting up there? " he
muttered.
DICK ESCAP ES.
He began to fear that he would not succeed.
He would keep on trying, however.
Dick pondered the matter while resting.·
Slowly, oh, so slowly! · he worked hi$ way upward.
Then . he rose lo his · feet. and tried to loosen the rope
· · ·
He paused frequ~tly and _rested.
binding his hands.
The rope dangling from his nee~ downward caused him
He found it imposoible to do this. 'rhe rope· had been
it.
at
looked
he
ver
whene
er
.
to shudd
tied too securely.
One hour passed, and he had worked his way halfway
ring.
ponde
and
He stood there looking about him
up to the top of the bluff.
he would
else
neck,
He could not get the rope off his
Having done this much~ why might he not succeed in
.
bound
have done so and gone away with 4is hands
·
reaching the top?
ng,
morni
·till
It looked as if he would have to stay there
He asked himself this question, and he frankly told himtender
or else call to the Tories and trust himself to their
self that the main reason why he might fail to do so was
mercies.
because he was growing weak, because of the awful strain
He did not want to do the latter , He wished to make his
· that had been upon him for so long.
escape if such a thing was possible.
But he set his teeth together- firmly and went ahead
Suddenly a thought struck hiiµ:
with the work.

...
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Might he·not be able to untie the"rope, where it was tied
around the tree?
He could at least try.
If it was not tied at such a height that he could not
reach it with his hands bound he might succeed, for •his
fingers could be used.
He at once hastened to the tree.
A glance told him that there was at least a chance for
the success of his plan. He could at least .reach the point
where the rope was tied, and the only question was· regard·
ing whether he could untie the knot.
He turned his back to the tree and began work at once.
He would soon be able to determine this.
The man who had tied the rope around the tree had
done a good job of it, but after a few minutes of hard
work Dick found that he was getting the knot loosened . .
"I am going to succeed!" said the youth to himself.
His heart swelled with delight.
"I hope those scoundrelly Tories will sleep soundly tiH
after I have got this rope untied aiid get away," he. thought.
He worked steadily on, and at last succeeded in g.etfuig
·
the rope untied,
"There!" he murmured, with a. sigh of relief; "now to
glit away from here before the Tories come out and . catch
,
me."
He moved away and .had gone only a few steps when he
·
· .
thought ~f his h~rse.
..
"I must not go away and leave Major," he said to himself; "I would about as soon stay a prisoner myself as to
·
leave him here."
The trouble_ would he in getting . the animalts. halterstrap untied, but Dick decided that he ·would .make the
·
-attempt.
He was not long .i n finding the horse.
Then began the hard work, but he could use his fingers
pretty freely, and so he managed to get the halter-strap
untied at last.
Then he walked away, the horse following in obedience
to signal from his master.
They made their way along slowly, for Dick could not go
fast with bis hands bound and with the rope trailing behind him. Then, to?, . it was hard on his neck to carry
the weight of fifty feet o.f _rope.

a

He felt as if he were being slowly but surely choked to
death; indeed, the weight of the rope trailing ·alsmg did
ca'tl . e the noose to get tighter and tighter.
He staggered onward, however, determined to keep going
_
till he found someone who would_free him. ·
At last he arrived at the point where the Liberty Boys
had been encamped; and · to his ,gre_at joy he found the
·
·youths there.
When Dick entered the encampment with bis arms
bound and the rope trailing behind him, the end aro1md
.
11is neck, the Liberty Boys were wild with anger.
They freed him quickly and then Bob Estabrook•cr.ied:
.
"Who did it, Dick?" '
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"A band of ruffians who call themselves the 'Bad Six,'
•
Bob."
"Well~ they must be bad,.si:tre enough I"
scoundrels."
"They are; they
you in tlris fashion?"
tre~t
''Why did they
"They are .Tories and they did the way they dld because
·
. .
I am a_patriot."

are

The Liberty Boys s~pp~sed that Dick had simply . been
made a prisoner and bad escaped, and _when he told them
about the terrible experience ·he had gone through, climbing down and then up the face of the bluff, with his 'arms
bound and the rope aroun·d his neck, they were horrified
and enraged.
"The scoundrels!"
"The demons I"
"That beats anyt~ing I ever heard of I"
"That must have been a terrible experience, Dick I"
·
.
Sueh were a few of ·the exclamations.
"Let's go and capture the scoundrels and ha.Jlg the last
one of them!" cried Bo.I:!.
"! want that we shall go and capture them, Bob," said
Dick; "but I hardly think it worth while to hang them."
"Then let's give them the same medicine they ga.ve you.
Let's make them climb down the face of the bluff with
their arms bou11d arid with a rope around their necks!".
There .was more talk~ and then Bob explained that they
had been attacked by a force of redcoats and Tories and
had been forced to retreat.
"We got wind of their coming in time so that we got
away without any of us being killed, though," -he explained.
"I am glad of that. Did you kill any of the redcoats?"
"A ' few, I think.';
"Do you think they will return?"
"! hardly think so. We led them a ·me:r.y chase, and
they would hardly expect that we would come back to the
same spot from which we had been chased."
"I am glad of that."
Then Dick named ten y01,1ths who were to go with .him
to attempt to capture the members of the Tory band.
Giving the others a few instructions, Dick and his comrades set out.
An hou·r· later they .arrived in the vicinity of the cabin.
They advanced slowly an.d cautiously, for they wished
to catch the Tories asleep. .
When they reached the cabin they tried the door.
It was 'not fastened.
Dick told the y011ths to follow him, and then he pushed
the door open atid ·entered.
. Th~ other_s came at his heels . .
They could see by the light of the moon that they were
in a good-sized room, but so far as they could make out
there was no one in the room.
"They are gone!" exclaimed Dick, iu a disappointed
voice; "they have given us the slip."
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CHAPTER VII.

•

THE BAD .SIX AT WORK.

The members of the Bad Six band had not entered the
cabin after telling Di~k that he would hl).ve to cli~b lW
to the top of the bluff if he wanted to be saved.
l lpstead tliey set out through the timber.
"D'ye reckon theer's en.ny danger thet ther rebel'll git
up ter ther top uv ther bluff au' git erway while we're
~Qne ?" asked one, as they walkeQ. along.
· '
"I don' think so," replied Joggs; "even ef he wuz ter
git up ter ther top uv ther bluff-which I don' think he
will-he couldn't git erway."
"Thet's so; he's tied ter ther tree, an,. he couldn1 • untio
ther rope with his ban's bound."
"That's right."
"I guess he'll be theer when we git back."
"Yas, er else hangin' at ther eml •uv ther rope."
This was said in a cold, heartless voice. It was evident
.that these scoundrels would hesitate at nothing.
They walk~d onward two miles and then stopped in front
of a log house and kuocked on the doer. ·
. _. ~resently footsteps were heard and a yoioe called out;
"Who is thar ?"
"Frien's," replied J oggs; '~open ther door,"
"W1mt ye want?"
"Open ther door an I'll tell ye."
"I hai!l't goin' ter open ther doo:r ontil I know wl10 ye
f.h·,1'
AD tlt!~Y exG}11m11tiQn esoape{\ the lips of .Joe Joggs. He
was a man possessed of but little patienca.
"All right; I'll tell ye whg we air~ thell/' he i;rie'1; "we
~ir ther Bad Six, an' we wallt ye ter open thet goor, ::in' do
~t in. «:lf hµrry, d'ye hear!"
But the mi,m who lived here ljeemeg to br a p1lwky fellow, for he replied, promptly:
"I hear, but I hain·t ergoin' ter open ther door au' let
ye ip.."
"Then we'll break et down!"
"Ye hedn' better do thet."
"W'y not?"
HBecause I alll urmcd an' I'll kill.one er two uv ye, jes'
ez shore ez ye break ther door down!"
"Ef ye fire er sl10t at us we'll bang ye!"
"Ye break ther door an' I'll fire more'n one shot!"
The Bad Six conferred together.
They knew the man who lived here, and they knew .him
to be a brave and determined man.
"~He'll keep his word,'' p,aid one; Hhe'll shoot, an' ther
chttnCeS air th et he'll ]{ill one er more UV 118."
"That's so," said Joggs; "waal, let's g-o an' he'p ourselves
ter som,e meat an' not bother 'im now."
"I th~Pl\ thet's thor bes' thing ter do," said one of the
others.

S9 they went to the ,smokehouse and broke the door down
and loaded themselves down with meat and went away.
They headed back toward their cabin near the pl~ff and
made such progress as they c9uld, loade9 dQwn as they
were.
They were an hour at least in getting back to the cai;>in,
and they had almost reached the door when they s11w a
number of men emerging from the building.
They heard one of the men in question cry, "There they
are, now !" and they dro:rrpec1 the meat and took to their
heels at once, for they realized that they were outnu1nber~d
almost two to one.
The men who emerged from the cabin were, of course,
Dick and the Liberty Boys, an<;l they at once set out in pursuit o-f the six, firing pistol-shots as they we:nt.
' Once or twice they heard a howl pf pain after they had
fired, and guessed that tl~ey had inflicted wounds upon the
persons of some of the members pf the band.
The Tories sc~ttered; however, and, realizing that it
would be t1seless to pursue them after that, Dick and his
comrades turned back.
"We gave them a good scare, anyway," said Bob .
"Yes, so we did," agreed Dick.
"Bi,_1t I would rather that we had done more than scare
them, eh, old fellow?"
"We did; I am sure that we wounded two or three of
thein."
When they arrived in the vicinity of the cabin they came
upon the meat lying where it had fallen when the Tories
·
discovered the Liberty Boys.
"Hello, here's a find!" cried Mark Morrison.
''Yes, it will come in handy," agreed Dick.
"'Before we go back to camp, let's huve (1. fook at the
place where you went down the face of the blufi',2 1 said
Bob.
''Come on,'' suid Dick.
He led the way to the edge of the bluff ~n<;l all looked
over and downward.
They did n!;)t say a word fer a fow moments, but simply
gazed downward in silence.
. "Do you mean to say tht"tt you made your way d1;1wn
there with your hands tied together behind your l;iaek Q.nd
a ropo tied around your neck!" exclaimed Sam Sanderson.
"Yes," said Dick.
"Grant gn1u1 !" from B9b; "I wisl1 that we had killed
the laRt one of the scoundrels!"
r
·. "They will get their deserts soone:r or later," sqid Die~.
"I don't see how you managed ~o get d~wn tht1t )?luff
fifty feet and bnck up again, Dick!" from Mar]<.
"I dQn't understand it myself, Mark."
"I don't beliove you r,JO\lld do it agajn."
"Perhaps not; f:till, one can do a great depl when. one's
life depends llpon it.'l
·
"That is tr11e."
Then they went back, gatherea up the barns and shoulders
that haq been dropped by the Tories, and set out in the
direction of the encampment.
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When the youths saw the meat they were delighted.
"Where did you get it?" was the query.
Dick and his comrades explained.
"Well, the Tories did you some good, after all," said
one.
"Yes, they were kind enough to bring the meat to us,"
said Dick.
The youths had not had much to eat that evening, and
they decided to have a square meal, late though it was.
So they cooked a lot of meat and johnnycakes and feasted
to their heart's content.
Then they lay down and slept soundly till morning.
'After breakfast Bob said to Dick :
"What are we going to do now?"
"We are going to General Marion's rendezvous," was
the reply.
Bob looked surprised.
"I know that we came down Here to find Marion," h~
said; "but I didn't know you knew where his rendezvous
i~"
.
"I hadn't told you, Bob, but I do know where it is. I
was there last night."
"Did you see Marion?" eagerly.
"No. He was away; but he is likely to return at any
time, so the quicker we get to his rendezvous the better."
. "You are right."
Dick gave the order for the youths to get ready to move,
and they did so.
Half an hour later they were on their way to Snow's
Island.
When they reached Lynch's ·creek they crossed and were
on the island.
.
·
Then began quite. a difficult task for Dick, th(lt of finding his way to the r~ndezvous, which was in the heart of
the island, and to reach which it was necessary to wind and
twist through the swamps, following narrow paths.
Dick had a splendid memory, however,. a11d he was _enabled to go correctly,
They i·eached the vicinity of the rendezvous at last and
were challenged by a sentinel:
·
"Halt) Who eomes thar ?"
"Friends," replied Dick.
"Who air ye?"
"I am Dick Slater," replied the youth; "I was here
yesterday evening with John Lock, the blacksmith. I am
a patriot and have my company of Liberty Boys with me.
I want to see General Marion."
"All right; come erlong."
A few minutes later the Liberty Boys were en.camped in
front of the cabins in the open space of ground in the
heart of Snow's I i::land. .
J\farion, one of the men who were there told Dick, had
not yet returned.
"But he may comr at any time," the man said.
"We'll wait for him," said Dick. "We have come down
l1ere to help him make things lively for the redcoats and
Tories."
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CHAPTER VIII.
DICK AND TllE SW Al\IP .l!'O:X MEE'l'.

General Marion a~d his men returned to camp · about
the middle of that afternoon.
Dick had never met the Swamp Fox before this period
of the war, but had heard him described and recognized
him :from the description.
He introduced himself and was given a warm greeting by
Marion.
"I can't tell you how pleased I am to have you and your
Liberty Boys here!" said the Swamp Fox. "Now I can
put into effect a plan which I have had in mind for some
time."
"I am glad that you are ploased, sir," said Dick; "we
are pleased to be here, and are ready to do all we can to
aid you in any work that you have in mind."
"Good I How long can you stay in the South!"
"As long as there is real need of our presence." .
"That is well. With your help I will be able to strike
the redcoats and Tories some blows that will make them
wish they were somewhere else."
Dick and the Swamp Fox had a long conversation and
came to a good understanding.
Dick told General :Marion about tho force that liad attacked the Liberty Boys, and asked what he thought about
going after it.
"I will send out scouts at once," was the reply; "and if
we can get the force located, we will go and make an
attack."
"I will go as one of the scouts, sir," said Dick.
"Just as you iike about that, Captain Slater; I want
that you shall feel free to do things, just the same as if
you were not with me. And I shall always be glad to rccei ve suggestions from you."
"Thank you, sir; but I am here under your orders and
will act as you command."
"'We will work together, Captain Slater; I have heard
about you, and know that your advice is ·likely to be good
and of value; so we will work together and counsel to-·
gether, and by so doing I feel sure that we will make it
lively for the redcoats and Tories in this part of the
country."
"I hope so, sir."
The scouts were sent out at once, and Dick and Bob went
also. They separated after leaving the island, however,
and went in different directions.
Dick moved along at a swift paee.
He was cager to find the redcoats, for lie wished to get
after them, in company with the Swamp Fox.
"We are down here in the South for war, and I want that
we shall do some good work," he cogitated.
On he went.
He kept a sharp lookout around him.
The Swamp Fox had told him that in tne region be-
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tween the Pedee and Santee Rit e.rs the redcoats ·and. Tories
were very numerous and ~ctiv~; ~and he, realized that he
might happen ,upon enemies aJ any moment.
Dick continued OIJ._ward t~ll ~~ening; a.nd· just as it was
beginning to get dark he stopped at a cabin standing in a
·
.
little c~e1ti;ing. . :.: . ~- : · .; ., .. • .. .··
The door was open and a ro\lgh·looking man, who had
the appeai;ance qf a hun.UJr, ·sat beside a table eating some
_.
meat and bread.
His quick ear heard Dick's footsteps, and he grabbed up
a rifle and leaped to his feet and faced the door.
"Who air ye?" he asked, harshly.
"A stranger," replied Dick; " and I thought that perhaps
I might get something to eat here."
The man lowered his rifle and nodded.
"Yas, ye kin hev sumtl).in' .-.ter eat, ef ·ye want ·et/' he
said; " come in an' set up ter ther table. Thar's plenty."
Dick entered and took a seat at the t.!lble.
. He kept a .wary. eye on the man, for he did not know
but what the hunter might 'be a strong Tory, and in that
case might make an attack at any moment.The man seemed to understand the situation, for he said:
"Don' be-erfeerd; young felle_r; I'm ·er patri-ot, ther same
ez ye air."
"Are you?" exclaimed Dick.
"Yas."
"I'm glad _0£ that·!"
" Ther reason I jumped.up an' grabbed ·my gun when "ye
appeered wuz becos thar's er gang in these parts whut hez
1;aid they'll kill me."·
''Indeed?"
" Yas; they're Tories a,n' skoun'rels. "
" What kind of a gang is it ?" asked Dick; " I mean .how
large a gang?"
"Thar's on'y six uv 'em, an''---"
"Do they call themselves the ''Bad Six?' " asked Dick.
The man nodded.
" Yas, that's whut they calls themselves; ·an' ·they air
bad, too, I tell ye !"
" I know that," was the quiet reply.
The hunter looked surprised.
''Ye know 'em, then ?" he asked.
" Only too well, yes."
Then Dick told the story 0£ how they had made a prisoner 0£ him and had taken him to their rendezvous aiid
forced him to risk his life by climbing, with arms bound
and a rope around his neck, down the bluff and back up it
again.
The man listened with eager. interest and with indignation in his eyes, and when Dick had finished he nodded.
"Thet's jest like 'em," he said; ·" they hain't got no
hearts er conshunches et all."
"I am sure that you are right about that."
"Ther trubble bertween me an' them," the man went
on, "started erbout two months ergo. The,y kim ·here one
evenin' anc1 took ever'thin' I heel thet wuz worth ennythin';
an~ threatened thet they would kill me e.f I didn' belmve

myself an'· take thet king's .side. I waited till ·they wuz
goin' erway, an' then · I shut ther door an' barred et ari.'
begun shootin' at 'em. This ·made 'em orful ·rnad, an'
they fired erbout fifty shots inter ther cabin afore they
·
finally went erway."
"I don't see how they can conscientiously blame you for
trying to punish them for 'robbing and threatening you,"
said Dick:
"Waal, thet skountel ·J oe-Joggs don' see enny si_de uv er
question but his own."
"You are right about that. But haven't they been back
since then to try to kill you?"
"I dunno ; (went erway ther nex' day on an experdishun
over inter ther mountains, an' hev jest got back."
"Oh, that's ·it, eh?"
"Yas."
"Then you don't know ' but wliat they may eome at any
time to look for you." ~ •
"No; thet's ther reason I jumped when ye put in an
appearance.'1
"I understand."
Dick had been eating while talking, and now.he drew a
long breath and said: ..
"I feel better. I a).11 much .obliged to yQU- for my sup·
per."
"Yer weleum. By ther way, ye hain' t tol' me yer name,
young feller. }.fine's Jed T owner. ·] use et so seldom thet
I hardly ever think uv et.''
uMy name is· Dick Slater.'J , ·
" Ye berlong ter ther army?"
" Yes ; that is to say, I have a company of soldiers, young'
·
fellows like myself.''
" Whar ~ir they?"
"They are in camp a few miles frorn 'here." ·
" Hev ye ever met ther Swainp ·Fox?'"
" Yes; that is where my men are- now- at his rendezvous."
" Oh, theri ye're goin' ter maneuver with him, air ye?"
rry es. And I am out looking for a party of redcoats
that are supposed to be somewhere in this vicinity. If J
find them we will come and make an attack."
" I hope ye'Il fin' 'em."
" So do I."
At this moinent there sounded the trampling of ieet, and·
the two whirled just in time to see a balf-dozen rifle muzzles staring them in the face.
Dick and Jed Towner re~ognized the inen holding the
rifles at once.
They were the Tories who called themselves collectively
the "Bad Six."
"Surrender er die!" cr-ied Joe Joggs.
CHAPTER IX.
IN A BURNING CABIN.

Dick and the old hunter were taken by surprise; and ·for
a few moments sat there silent and motionless.
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Then_the memory of what he had had to suffer when a
prisoner in the hands of thes~ same s_coundrels ·only the
night before came to ·Dick, and he ·instantly decided . to
take desperate chances rather than surrender and again
permit himself to be subjected to anything that the Tories
might think of in the way of a dangerous ordeal.
Having-made up his mind, Dick suddenly threw himself
off the "stool on which he was sitting and went diving across
the floor headfirst on hands and knees.
Jed Towner was quick-witted, and the instant he saw
Dick act he threw himself backward to the floor.
At the same moment, seemingly,, the roar of the six rifleshots sounded, and the bullets spatted against the wall
viciously.
Up from the floor leaped Dick, and he threw the door
shut with a slam and grabbed up the bar and put it in
place.
This was done so quickly that the Tories had been unable
to prevent his action.
Scarcely had the bar gone into place, however, whe~
there was a great pounding on the door, evidently from the
butts of the rifles.
"Open ther door P' cried the angry voice Of Joe J oggs;
" open e.t ter onct, er we'll kill ye both, d'ye heer ?" . ·
"They'll be more likely ter kill us ef we do open ther
door,'' said Jed Towner, as he scrambled to his feet.
"Thafs what I think," agreed Dick ; "so we .will just
leave the door closed."
" Yas, ther two uv us in heer with the door barred orter
be able ter hold out erg'inst ther six uv 'em." . _. ·
"We can do so, I am sure." .
The old hunter got his rifle and fired a shot thr<JUgh the
door.
A howl of pain went up.
" I hit one uv 'em!" chuckled Towner. ·
" I guess you did, and I am glad of iU'
" I hope thet I killed ther skoun'rel!"
" We had better keep back out of range," said Dick ; " they
will likely .fire through the door."
He was right about thisj for presently there was the roar
of the Tories' rifles and half a dozen bullets came tearing
their way through the door and imbedded themselves in
the farther wall.
Dick and the old man were out of the wa_y> however, and
so were not injured.
.
Towner reloaded his rifle and fired another shot, but
this time no cry of pain was heard. The Tories had learned
wisdom, and were out of range, doubtless.
It was now dark in the cabin, and this suited the two,
for there was a window through which the Tories might
have got sight of them, ?therwise and done them damage-.
There was silence now for fifteen or twenty minutes, and
Dick and the old man looked at each other inquiringly.
"What does it mean?" asked Dick; "have they gone
away ?"
The old man shook his head.
"I don't think so," he said.
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"Then what a:re they doing?" ·
Again the other. shook his head.
"Ye kain't prove et by me/' he said; "but I'd be willin'
ter bet consider'ble thet they air cookin' up some mischief."
"I think you are right.n
·
Perhaps ten minutes passed after that, and then there
came a rapping on the door; ·
"Hello, in -thar,t' called out the voice of Joggs.
-"Hello, yourself," replied Dick.
"I've got sumthin' ter tell ye."
"All right;· tell it."
"Et's sumthin' thet'll please ye." This statement was
followed by a chuckling laugh with, 4;he hearers were !mre,
something of sarcasm in it.
"Then let us hear it at once."
"All right; ther cabin's on firid"
"What!"
"Yas; ef ye'll listen ye'll hear ther fir~ cracklin'."
The two listened, and sure enough they heard the sound
of .fire crackling.
"Hear et?" from J oggs.
"Yes, we hear it," replied Dick.
"Waal, I guess ye'll surrender an' open ther door an'
come out now,.won't ye?"
Dick looked at his companion.
"What do you say, Mr. •rowner ?" he asked.
" Et means death, I take et, ef we go out thar now," he
said ; "so we mought ez well stay beer-at enny rate, ez
long ez· we ·kin." ·. ·
"That's what I think. Something may turn up if we
hold out as long as possible."
"Ye're right."
Then Dtck called. out :
"We're going to stay in here awhile."
"Bah; yer fools!"
"That remains to be seen."
"Bosh! But et don' matter ter us. Ye kin stay ez long
ez ye want to-till ther roof salls in, fur ez we're consarned."
"We won't stay that long."
"When ye do come out we'll put er few bullets inter ye !"
Dick made no reply, but looked questioningly at his
companion.
"What is io be done?'' he asked.
·The hunter shook his head.
"I kain't tell ye," he replied, soberly; " et looks like we
air in fur et this time, fur shore!''
"It looks that way ; but we will not despair."
"No, we'll hold out ez long ez we kin, an' then when we
do hef ter git out uv this we'll hev our weepins ready, an'
we'll do our bes' ter kill one er two uv them skoun'rels."
"So we will."
It ;as beginning to warm up in the cabin. The fire was
eating through between the logs at the end of the room~
Smoke was beginning to pour into the room, and it was
becoming difficult to breathe.
"Et's gittin' bad purty fast," the old hunter ~aid.
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"You are right."
"Hello, in theer," came from outside, in Joggs' voice;
"how d'ye like et by now?"
"Shut your mouth!" replied Dick, somewhat angrily.
"You deserve to be shot !"
"Is thet so?" came back mockingly.
Dick noted that the voice sounded from near the door,
and a sudden idea struck him.
He was a daring youth, and he decided to make an attempt to put the idea into effect.
He moved softly across the floor until he was close to
the doo1-. Then he took the bar down softly so as not to
make any noise.
Jed Towner watched Dick curiously. rrhen he tiptoed
across and asked in a whisper;
"Whut YE! gain' ter do?"
"I'm going to jerk the door open quickly and see if I
can get hold of Joe J oggs. If I can, I'll jerk him in here
so quick it will make his head swim."
The old hunter grinned.
"I hope yc'll succeed," he said;, "but ther others'll be
likely ter shoot ye."
"I will have to risk that. You hold the bar and be
·
ready to push the door shut and put the bar in place."
"All right; ye kin count on me."
Suddenly Dick jerked the door open and leaped out.
Sure enough, Joggs stood close beside the door. Dick
seized hold of the Tory, and, leaping back through the
doorway, jerked the man through after him. Then Towner
slammed the door shut and put up the bat.
This was done so quickly that the other Tories, ~ho stood
thirty or forty feet from the door, did not have time to try
to interfere to save their leader from capture. By the
. time they did awaken to a realization of the situation it
was too late.
Dick threw the Tory to the floor, and, aided by Towner,
tied his hands.
Then they rose and looked down upon their foe triumphantly·
"I guess you will see to it that no harm comes to us, Joe
J oggs," said Dick, calmly.
"Whut ye want me ter do?" was the sullen query.
"Well, if you think they can do it you might order your
men· to put the fire out."
Joggs shook his head.
"They kain't do et," he said; "et's an old cabin, dry ez
tinder, an' et's boun' ter burn down."
"Then order them to go away and let u~ come forth in
safety."
"All right, I'll do et."
"Open the door, Mr. Towner," said Dick. "I'll bol~ him
and see to it that he doesn't get away."
"All right."
· The old bunter did open the door, and then Joggs called
out to his men and said:
l'Go on erway, boys, an' Jet these men come out."

"All right," was the reply, and the five walked away,
but it was with iivident reluctance.
The old hunter got his few belongings and carried them
out of the cabin, and Dick and his prisoner were out ahead
of him.'
The cabin was now burning fiercely. They had gotten
out not any too soon. .
"Air ye goin' ter turn me loose?" asked Joggs, surlily.
"I guess not," replied Dick.
"I guess ye will!" cried the Tory.
There was a ring o.f triumph in tho man's voice, and
Dick looked up quickly to sec what caused it.
Coming toward them and not more than seventy-five
yards distant-plainly to be seen in the light of the blazing
cabin-were at least twenty British soldiers!

CHAPTER X.
AN ATTACK ON THE BRITISH.

:

''We'll have to run for it!" cried :Qick.
"Thet's so!" from Towner.
Then he and Dick darted around the corner of the cabin
and into the timber.
"I don think they kin ketch us, now," said the man.
"We'll give them a hard race for it, anyway," replied
Dick.
On they ran, and after them came the redcoats, urged on
by the yells from Joe Joggs, who was wild with rage.
The hunter was a good runner, however, and Dick was
wonderfully swift, so there was not much danger that they
would be overtaken .
Twenty minutes later they could hear no sounds of pursuit at all, and they paused and listened intently while
resting.
All was quiet.
"We have shaken them off," said Dick.
"Y as; I kn owed we could."
"I was pretty sure of it."
They talked a fe_w minutes, and then Dick said:
"What are you going to do, now that your home has
been burned?"
"Oh, I'll find another place to stay. Thar are lots uv
empty cabins aroun' heer."
"Well, let's 1rnnt one up; I can keep a sharp loofout £or
the force 0£ redcoats at the same time."
"Thct's so; all right, come erlong."
They walked onward at a moderate pace, and half an
hour later came to an empty cabin.
. "'fhis'll do me, furst rate," said the liunter; "1 used ter
know ther man whut owned this cabin. He's dead now,
an' won't need et enny more."
"I'm glad that you have a place to sfay. I guess I will
go on and try to find the British :force."
"I'll go with ye ef ye want me ter."
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"No, that isn't necessary. You couldn't help mo any." were in reaching their destination the better -would be
So Dick bade Jed Towner g~Q(1-night and went on his their chance of taking the enemy by surprise.
Two hours frQm the time of leaving their own encampway.
He hunted around for an hour or more, going first one ment the patriots came to a halt on the top of th~ ridge
direction then tinother and thel1 suddenly he discovered the from whioh pl1,tee Dick htid first caught sight of the British
camp.
encampment of the British.
General Marion took a careful survey of the scene.
He was on the top of a ridge, and down in the little
sentinels. could be seen pacing their beats, and as
The
valley lay the British encampment.
considerable open space all around the encamp·
was
there
He could see it quite plainly under the mellow beams of
be a difficult matter to take the enemy wholly
would
it
ment,
the moon.
·
surprise.
by
Dick stood there looking down upon the redcoat encampfierce dash we ought tQ be
sudden,
a
making
by
"Still,
ment.
make it easy for us to put
to
as
them
demoralize
so
able to
He sized it up carefully.
Marion.
General
said
them to flight,"
"There are at least two hundred men in that party," he
"That is what I think, sir," agreed Dick.
told himself.
"And that is what we will clo. Give your men their
'I'his did not matter; he felt sure that the Swamp Fox
orders and I will do the same with mine."
and his men and himself and Liberty Boys would be more
"Very well."
than a match for the enemy.
Dick told the Liberty Boys what was to be done, and
"I'll go back and tell the general that I ha Ye found the they were delighted.
enemy's encampment," thought Dick.
"That's the way to do it, Dick!" declared Bob Estabrook.
He turned and moved siiently away.
"We will seatter the redcoats like ehaff in the wind."
He had kept his bearings pretty well, in spite of the
General Marion had given his men their orclers now, and
exciting event at the home Qf Jed Towper, and now he they only awaited the signal to make the dash down upon
headed straight toward Snow's Island.
- ·
the enemy's camp.
He "~alked rapidly, and was there in less than an hour.
signal, and Dick
the
g11ve
Fox
Swamp
the
Presently
Re made his way to the patriot encaJDpment and found repeated it for the benefit of his Liberty Boys.
the Swnrnp Fox still up.
The next moment the entire patriot force was in motion.
"I've found · the British encampmimt !" he exclaimed,
Down the slope it moved, gaining speed rapidly.
after greeting General Marion.
O'ut into the open the patriot soldiers dashed and straight
"Have yon?" cried the Swamp Fox.
toward the British enctimpment.
"Yes."
A couple of the sentinels fired their mt1skets aud whirled
"How far is it from here.?"
and ran with nil their might.
"An hour and a half's march."
The ptitriots set up a wilQ. yell.
"How strong a force is it?"
Inst11utly all was eon£usi(;m in thti r!)r;lc9ats' enr;aroprnel).t.
"About two hundred."
"Just about our own number."
"Yes."
"Do you think we can take them by si1rprise ?"
.CHAPTER XI.
"I think so."
"How is their camp located?"
A SPY QAPTURED.
Dick told him.
The Swamp Fox pondered a few minutes.
The British numbered ns many as the patriots, but they
"Yes," he said, presently; "I think that we can take were taken at such n disadvantage that they eou)d not do
them by surprise."
themselves jll.stice.
The patriots fired a volley the moment they were in
"I am sure of it, sir." •
"Well, we will get ready and start for the British encamp- range.
The British soldiers were at that momept re\).chii;i,g for
ment at onee."
The general gave the order ancl the men began getting their musketa, ancl we.re in a somewhat i:ixclted state.
A score of their number went clown, dead l,tnQ wounded,
ready for the expedition immediately.
ancl this threw th!i others into a state of p!;lnio a1JD011t.
The Liberty Boys made preparations also.
On came the patriots, firing pistol volleys itml yellipg at
Sooµ &ll were ready; then they set out.
was
him
beside
close
but
gni(lC',
as
front
top of t}leir voices,
in
the
Dick went
The British managed to fire scattering shota, but the
the Swamp Fox.
They had to go slow1.v till they WC'rr 011t of the swamps, bullets did but little damage.
The rn::xt moment th~ patriotA were in 1;1mong the red•
and then they went at a faster pace.
.,, Still, there was no grent neerl of haste. The later they coats like a hurricane.
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Dick. and General Marion walked along side by side,
The British soldiers were hurled "this way and that, as
presently Dick said:
and
if they were straw men.
"Aren't you afraid that some of those redcoats will fol!fany of them went down under blows from the butts of
low and· spy upon us?"
the patriots' muskets.
"I was just wondering if you would think of that," was
Others were knocked dowp. by the impact of their enemies' bodies and some of these lay still, the breath knocked the reply.
, "Then you do fear it?"
completely out of them.
"I suspect that they might do something of the kind,
· So fierce and irresistible was the patriots' attack that
Dick."
the redcoats broke ·and fled.
''Then some of us had better drop back and keep watch
. They could not stand before such an onslaught.
The patriots, cheering lustily, gave chase, and soon the for them, had we not?"
"I think so."
British were scattered in all directions, fleeing through the
"I will be glad to be one of the number and will have
timber.
of my boys go with me, if you do not object."
some
pathe
for
signal
the
Presently Dick and Marion gave
shall be glad to .have you do .it. I know that if we
"I
.
·
triots t9 cease pursuing, and the soldiers did _so and returned
followed you will detect the fac.t and capture the
being
are
to the scene of the encounter~
They had captured perhaps a dozen redcoats who were man. or men!'
"So we will."
not wounded, but .who had fallen and been seized before
· T_hen Dick name\} s.ix · of the Liberty Boys and they
.
they could get up and aw~y. . . .
The patriots took account of the damage thaf had been stopped and permitted the other patriots to go on and
. leave them behind.
inflicted upon the enemy.
"Now string out, boys," instructed Dick.
Eighteen had been killed and eleven were wounded'. Of
They did so at once.
the patriots seven were wounded, but. not one had been
Dick had told them to keep a sharp lookout, and they
·
killed.
. General Marion had the twelve uninjured redcoats lined did as told.
They had. been in position only a few minutes '!hen
up in front of him, and, facing them, he said, sternly:
heard footsteps.
Dick
parole
your
me
give
y-0u
will
free
go
to
"If I permit you
A moment later a soldier appeared in sight only a short
that you will not again take up arms against the patriots?"
The men hesitated and looked questioningly at one an- distance from Dick.
The youth was hidden behind a tree and the redcoat did
other.
not see him.
It was evident that they did not know wh_a t to say.
The British soldier was walking pretty fast and was look"What will you do with us if we refuse to give our
·
eagerly ahead.
ing
one.
asked
?"
parole
them," the redcoat muttered
.lost
I've
that
afraid
"I'm
away
get
never
may
you
and
"I will .hold you prisoners
Dick.
opposite
came
he
as
starv.e
would
you
that
good
alive. The chances would be
"Never -- mind; we've found you!" said Dick, and he
to death, for we have hard work often in getting enough
out and seized the rec;Icoat, at the same time giving
leaped
to eat."
'rhere wa~ silence for a few minutes, and then the same vent to a shrill whistle.
The British soldier struggled with all his might, but to
soldier siM:
"I will give you my promise not to again take up arms no avail.
He could not break Dick's hold.
against the patriots if you will let me go free."
Quickly footsteps were heard and the other Liberty Boys
"And so will I."
running to the spot.
came
"And I!"
got him, boys!" said Dick; "help me tie his arms."
"I've
"And I!"
·
said Bob Estabrook.
right,"
"All
Each and every one of the uninjured redcoats gave pasaid,
Dick
then
and
arms,
his
They quickly bound
role, and then General Marion told them that they would
be required to bury their dead comrades and look after the sternly:
"Did any more spies come, other than yourself?"
wounded ones.
"No," was the sullen reply; "I am the only one."
"I cannot afford to burden myself with prisoners whether
"Spread out and watch a little while longer, boys,"
injured or not," he said.
"We will be glad to look after our wounded comrades," ordered Dick.
This was done, and after fifteen minutes had passed
was the reply; "and will, of course, bury our dead."
again signaled them to come back.
Dick
your
forget
Don't
then.
settled
is
"Very well; that
any signs of any spies?" Dick asked.
"See
paroles."
said no.
youths
The
"We won't."
then we will go on. Bring this fellow
good;
"Very
Then the patriots witlidrew ana marched away in th~
along, a couple of you."
direction of their headquarters. on Snow's Island.
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"Thank #'OU; well, good-da#'; I must hurry on."
Two of the boys took the prisoner by the arms and led
"Oh, no, don' be in enny hurry, Lizzie; I wanter talk
him along.
· ·
ye:"
ter
of
They kept onward till they were within half a mile
sundown.
of
hour
an
about
It was
Snow's Island, and then they blindfolded the prisoner.
Pretty Lizzie Lock~ the daughter of the blacksmith, had
'.'What is that for?" he asked.
"We don't want that you shall be able to guide troops been walking through the timber, when she ·had found herto our encampment in case you should ag~in be free," said self suddenly confronted by Joe Joggs, the leader of the
Bad Six band. He ·had spoken to her and ·the above conDick.
·
Having blindfolded the redcoat, they moved onward versation had ensued.
Now, when Lizzie had started to pass tlie Tory, he had
again; and at.last came to the point where - th~ tree spanned1
interposed his body in her path, blocking her passage.
again
the creek.
me pass!" said the girl, the color coming to her
"Let
in
difficulty
no
had
The tree was a large one, so they
she hated and feared the man.
for
cheeks,
conducting the pr.isoner across on it.
11ev told ye whut I wanter tell ye, Lizzie."
I
"When
along
Arriving at the other side, they made their way
a hurry, Mr. J oggs; let it go till some other
in
am
"I
the paths leading toward the rendezvous in the heart of the
·time."
island. _ .
present.''
ther
like:
tinie
no
•i No, thee~sThey arrived there perhaps half an houl' after the others
'~Well, then, te11 it quickly; I must go on my way."
got there, and when Dick appeared before General Marion
"All right, Lizzie; I'm_ er plain; blunt man, arr won't
with the prisoner, the Swamp Fox nodded his head and
fool erway enny time ·beatin, aroun' th er bush. I luv ye,
said:
Lizzie, an' I want ye ter be my wife. Will ye?"
.
"I thought so."
The girl's face flushed and her eyes flashed with scorn,
"You were pretty sure we would be followed?" sm~led
as she said, scathingly:
Dick.
"Me be your wife, Joe Joggs? No! I detest you, and
greatly."
too
any
redcoats
"Yes; I don't tmst the
it an insult to be spoken to in such a manner by
consider
prisoner.
Then he looked sternly at the
_
I"
you
parole,
gave
who
those
of
"I believe that you are one
anger.
with
dark
grew
face
ory's
T
,
The
are you not?" he asked.
he cried.
Lock!"
Lizzie
talk,
ye
how
keerful
"Be
'l'he redcoat fidgeted an.J looked frightened.
aside and let
·Stand
please.
I
as
talk
to
right
a
have
"I
1
"I know that you are one of them," said the general;
pass!"
me
"yet here you have been found following ..and trying to spy
"I won't do et!"
upon us within half an hour of the time you gave the
"You won't?"
parole! What have you to say for yourself?"
"N0 !"
There was a brief silence, and then the redcoat said:
"What do you mean?- What are you goirig to do?"
didn't
I
that
sorry
mighty
am
I
that
say
"I will just
"I'm goiri.; ter take· ye with me, an' hol' ye er pris'ner
keep my promise".''
ye come ter yer senses an' ·prommus ter be my wife!"
till
Ma·
General
and
voice,
There waio a sincere ring to the
girl stared in anger and dismay, and then said:
The
rion's stern look became softened somewhat.
·
won't dare!" · ·
"You
remarked.
he
you?"
"Oh, you are sorry, are
laugh; "an' w'y won't
sneering
a
"Oh, won't I?" with
"Yes."
hey?"
I,
embrace
would
you
again
"So sorry that if you were free
"Because you have no right to do anything of the kind."
the first opportunity to work against the patriots again?"
"Oh, yas I hev. In these times might is right, ye
,
The soldier shook his head.
know."
"No," he said; "next time I shall stick to my word, come
what may. I will never again break my word in a matter
"It ought not to be so."
of this kind. I see that it is very dishonorable." ·
"P'raps not; but et is.~'
"So it is. · Well, we will hold you a prisoner awhile, at
"Stand aside, Joe J oggs, and ·let me go my way in
least; and later on we will decide what sha11 be your peace!"
fate."
But the Tory only laughed in a vicious manner and
The prisoner was then sent away and placed under shook his head.
guard.
"Not much I won't stan' erside," he said; "I've loved
ye fur er long time, Lizzie, an' I'm never goin' ter res'
ontil ye hev becom' my wife." ·.
CHAPTER XII.
The girl shuddered and made a gesture of dis~st.
JOE JOGGS AND LIZZIE LOCK.
"Then you will never re'3t," was the girl's reply. "I will
never marry you. I would die first!"
"How air ye, Lizzie?"
"Oh, ye would?" snarled the Tory.
"How are you, Mr. Joggs?"
"Yee, I would," spiritedly.
"I'm furst rate; M.' ye're lookin' fine, Lizzie."
0
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"I think ye'll sing another tune, arter ye've Qe'n er
pris'ner erwhile."
"But I am not going to he a prisoner, Joe J oggs !" and
with the words the girl s1~dden1y leaped out of th~ path
and started to n1n through the timber.
"lfol' on! Ye kain't do tbet, Lizzie Lock!" cried Joggs,
and he gave chase to the girl.
Lizzie was a. pioneer girl an9. was healthy and strong 1;1nd
a good runner, but she was handicapped by her skirts, aD,d
ihe Tory gr1;1dually gained on her.
Li~zie looked back over her shoulder and noted this fact.
It gave her a feeling of fear; her heart sa:pk.
"Oh, I am not going to be able to get away from him!"
she told he1·self; "what shall I do? Oh, what shall I do!"
.Although ~eeling that it was hopeless, she conti~ued to
run. She would put off the terrible moment as long as
possible.
Qloser and closer drew Joe J oggs.
There was a l~ok of fiendish delight on his face as he
:tan.
"Ye mought ez well stop," he said, presently; "ye kain't
git erway frum me."
The girl made no reply, but continued to run with all h()r
might.
She was a brave girl and would keep on till the last moment.
Suddenly she felt a hand on her shoulder. It was not
an easy grasp, but a fierce, vindictive one, that pinched and
bmised her shoulder.
"Now I guess yc'll stop !" said a harsh, triumphant voice.
As he spoke he pulled back strongly and the girl was
forced to stop.
"Let go, Joe Joggs !" cried Lizzie, trying to pull 100>:1e
from the man. "Do you hear? Let go !"
"I coul<ln' think uv et," was fhe reply; "I've bed too
hard er run ter let ye go, now."
"Yon will be sorry for this!"
"D'ye think so?" with a leer.
"I know it!"
"Who'll make me sorry?"
"My father will."
"I guess not."
"He will hunt you down and kill yon!"
"I'll resk et."
1
'rhen J oggs drew a handkerchief from 'his pocket ancl
proceeded to tie the girl'.· arms.
While be was at work doing this the girl suddenly gave
vent to a cry for help.
"Help! Help!" she called out at the top of her voice.
"Heer, stop thet !" cried Joggs.
j "I won't! Help! Help!"
"Ye mought ez well save yerself ther trubble," ·said
1
J oggs; "theer hain't no buddy goin' ter hear ye, crway out
heer in ther timber.''
"You don't know that," was the reply. '~Help! Help!"
Jo'ggs gave venl to an exclamation of anger.
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"Shet yer head!" he cried; "ye yell wuss'n enny wildcat."
"l won't! Help! H;clp !"
"I g\less ye will !" snarled J oggs.
He drew another band!\ercbief from bis pocket and was
on the point of tying it across the girl's mouth when he
happ1;Jn0d to loo!\ around, he having heard a noise.
He saw a young man dressed in a blue uniform running
toward him, The you.pg man had a pistol in his hand, and
?S sogn as he saw that he ha.d been observed he cried out,
threateningly:
''UI).hand the lady, you i;;QQuw;lrel! Let go of her, or
die!"

-

CHAPTER XIII.
TOM WANNETT TO THE RESQUE.

A cry of joy escaped the lips of the girl.
"Saved!" she breathed.
A. ory of commingled rage~ cli8appfintment 1md fear escaped the lips of J oggs.
· He let go of the girl and whirled and rnn with all his
might.
He dodged this . wny and that, and took advantage of the
trees to shield his precious person from the expected bullet.
He had seen young men wearing blue nniforins before.
and had imbH?ed a high degree of respect for said young
men. He felt that if he remained where he was he would
in all prqbabiUty be shot dead, and in his heart he felt
that he deserved to be. ]it was this knowledge that made
him feel frightened. .
Qrack !
The young stranger had fired.
A. howl of pain went up from the lips of Joe Joggs.
The bullet hl.\d struck him in the left arm-in the fleshy
part-infiiQting a painful but not at all dangerous wound.
The young stranger did not go any farther than to the
~pgt where th() girl stood. He was willing that the ruffian
shQ11ld go, now that he had wounded him.
Then, too, the girl's arms were bound, and the youth
wimted to free them us quickly as possible.
He cut thi; hanc1kei·rhief binding Lizzie's arms, and then
doffed his hat and bowed.
"There, miss," he said; "you are free."
"Thanks to you, sir." Lizzie smiled and gave the young
man her hand.
She noted that he was a handsome young fellow, bronzed
and rugged-looking. He was not more than twenty years
of age.
"My name is Lock-Lizzie Lock. I Jive at Kingsbriclge,
where my -father has a shop. He is a biacksmith."
"I have heard of fiim. My name is Tom Wannett."
"You are a patriot, I see."
"Yes, MiAs Lock.n
The girl started, as she was struck with an idea.
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to General Marion as soon as possible with the informa"Are you a Liberty Boy?" she asked.
tion."
"Yes, miss."
"No, that is not necessary. We would not care about
"l was sure of it. I know your captain, Mr. Slater."
going to make an attack on the redcoats until to-night,
"I have heard him speak of you and your folks."
"I thank you, Mr. Wannett, for coming to my assist- anyway, and I can see you home and then go back with the
news in plenty of time."
ance."
"Very well, then; I will not offer any more objections."
"You are more than welcome. It was a pleasure to ml'l
to put the fellow to flight and render you a service. Who They set o'ut and walked along in the direction of Lizzie's home.
was the scoundrel, anyway?"
Tom Wannett was a lively youth and a most pleasant
"His name is Joe J oggs."
talker. He had taken a great liking to Lizzie, and he laid
"Why had he made a prisoner of you?"
himself out to please her. He talked and laughed, and
'l'he girl blushed rosily.
"He-wanted me-to promise-to=-be his wife," she soon had her laughing also and talking to him as if she
had known him weeks instead of only a half hour or such
stammered.
matter.
"I don't blame him for that," flashed the young man,
He kept a sharp lookout about him, for he did not know
and he gave the girl a look that lnade her blush more rosily
what Joe Joggs might appear and make an attack
but
than ever.
him.
upon
·•I detest him!" the girl said, hastily, to hide her <!onof the kind happened, however, and presently
Nothing
fw;ion; "and--"
at Lizzie's home .. She insisted that Tom
arrived
they
"I'm glad o.f 'that!" interpolated the young man, and
the acquaintance of her father and mother,
make
and
enter
then he laughed, and Lizzie laughed also.
loth. Indeed, he was eager to do so,
nothing
was
he
and
"I would rather die than marry him," the girl went on;
in love with the charming girl.
deeply
already
was
he
for
"he is a Tory, and a scoundrel as well. He is the leader of
acquaiuted with her parents
get
to
chance
a
wanted
and
a band of men who call themselves the 'Bad Six.'"
upon them.
impression
favorable
a
"I've heard of them. They captured Dick Slater and and make
to Mr. and Mrs. Lock,
introduced
He entered and was
came very near causing, him to lose his life. I£ I had
them how Tom had rescued her £ro111
known that fellow was the leader of the gang I would have and when Lizzie told
the hands of the scoundrel Joe J oggs, they thanked him
followed him and tried to kill or capture him."
earnestly.
"He will be punished for his wickedness sooner or later."
Mr. Lock was very angry at J oggs.
"I have no doubt regarding that. But, may I escort you
"I'll kill him, as sure as my name is Lock if he comes
to your home, Miss L?ck ?"
around h&ire !"he said, grimly. "The cowardly scoundrel!"
"I was on my way to General Marion's rendezvous ·to
"That's what he is," said Tom; "and I would advise
tell him some news. Are the Liberty Boys there also? If that you be careful about venturing abroad alone, Miss
so, perhaps you will return and carry the news to the Lizzie, while he is in this part of the country."
Swamp Fox."
"I'll carry a pistol after this,'.' said the brave girl; "if I
"Yes, I will do so; the Liberty Boys are there."
had been armed this evening I would have s,ent him away
"That is good; what I wished General Marion to know in a hurry."
js this: There ir; a force of redcoats encamped about · a
"You will do we11 to be careful, Lizzie," said her
mile from our house."
mother; "Joe J oggs is a desperate and dangerous man."
"Ah! That will be good news to him and to Dick
"He is a coward, mother," saic1 Lizzie, with a scornful
Slater. They are eager to strike the redcoats blows."
curling of her lip.
"So I know. Then you will carry the news to them?"
"That may be, but they arc often the most dangerous
"Yes-after I have escorted you to your home."
in the world, because they go to work in an underpeople
• "Oh, you. need not do that. I can get there safely."
handed manner and do not give their intended victims a
"You don't know that. The scoundrel, Joe J oggs, might chance."
waylay you again and make a prisoner of you."
"That is true," agreed Tom; "I would advise Miss Liz"I don't think there is much danger of that. You zie to stay cloRe home, for awhile, at any rate."
wounded him, and he is likely i:1till running, with the
Then he bade them good-evening and took his departure.
hope of getting to his friends before he faints from loss
He was a happy youth, for Lizzie had asked him to come
of blooa."
again.
"I believe that she likes me!" he tolrl himself. "And I
"That is pm•sihlc: but he may he only slightly wounded,
and in that case he might watch and ~ee you start home know that I like her-yes, I believe I love her! And I am
by your1'elf, waylay you and capture you once more; so going to win her if I possibly can before we leave this part
of the country. She is the sweetest girl I have ever met!"
if you don't object too strongly I will accompany you."
Tom was certainly hard htt.
the
said
me,"
accompany
you
have
to
glad
be
"I shall
scarcely knew how he found his way bacl( to Marion's
'He
get
to
best
be
might
gi.rl, bl~shing; "hut I thought that it
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- Tliey had received all the fostructions necessary. They
knew what was expected of them always.
At the signal -they were to make a sudden dash forward
and fire a volley the instant they were in range.
The patriots moved slowly arid cautiously forward.
Presently they were near enough so that they could see
the British encampment.
Between them and the encampment were sentinels, however, and soon they would have to make a dash forward,
for they would be discovered anyway.
They advanced a few yards, slowly and carefully.
Then a shrill ·whistle was heard.
This was the signal.
CHAPTE R XIV. ·
Instantly the patriots leaped forward and dashed straight
toward the British encampment.
ANOTHER BATTLE WITH THE .BRITISH.
The sentinels were startled, of course, and, realizing that
As soon (;1.s they were ready the patriots left the encamp- they were about to be attacked, they fired their m11skets
fled at the
ment on Snow's Island aud made their way in the direction wildly to alarm their comrades in the camp and
speed.
their
of
top
of the Lock home.
After them came the patriots as fast as they could run.
They arrived at Kingsbridge, as the little village was
,
In the encampment all was confusion.
called, in due time, and here they came to a stop.
lying
been
had
whom
of
majority
the
The redcoats,
They summoned John Lock and asked him in whiqh
seizing
and
up
leaping
were
asleep,
them
down, many of
direction the encampment of the redcoats lay~ _
their muskets.
"Due west frum here," was the reply.
Suddenly the roar ·of a volley sounded on the night air.
"And a pout a mile away, you ~ay ?" General Marion
The pa'tri~ts had fired a ~usket-volley.
asked.
It did considerable execution.
~'Yes."
More than a score of the redcoats went down, dead and
"Very good; now we will head in that ·directiolf."
"I hope thet you'll succeed in takin' them by surprise." wounded.
·- Shrieks, yells and groans went up.
" I hope so."
Then the British fired a volley in return.
Tom W annett had developed a most consuming thirst
They fired so wildly that not a great deal of damage enthe moment they came to a stop at the Luck home, and he
went into the house to get a · drink. He 'saw Lizzie and sued~ however .
shiefd thi::mforgot all about the water until after he was out of the . Then the British leaped behilld trees to
in
house again and marching along toward the west with the selves. from the bullets of the patriots, and the latter,
posirest. Then he remembered it, but he didn' t .tell any·of the obedience to a command from Marion, also took up
tions behina trees.
boys that he had forgotten to get a drink after all.
they
mile
This made the engagement a more equal one.
a
of.
ters
Wh-en they had gone about three-quar
was unsatisfactory to the Liberty Boys, for they haq
forward
It
stole
:paused, and Dick and one of Marion's men
wanted to charge the enemy and come to close quarters.
'to reconnoiter.
The only thing to do now, however, was to fight in this
They were soon at a point from which it was possible
·to see the encampment, it being a clear, moonlight night. manner by exchange of shots.
The engagement w.e nt steadily on for an hour, at least.
They took a survey of the camp.
Volley after volley ~as fired by both forces, and the •
"It ~ust be quite a strong force," whispered Dick's comrattled among the trees and underbrush.
bullets
panion.
and General Marion were close enough together so
make
Dick
to
"Yes, strong enough so that they ·'\"fill be able
could exchange words, and finally Dick said:
they
that
a goo·d fight if we give them much chance."
"We don't seem to be making much headway."
. "Well, we won't give them any more chance than we can
"No;'' was the reply; "they are shielded in such a manhelp."
ner as to make it difficult for us to do them damage."
"We won't."
"I have an id~a, General Marion."
They presently st-0Ie back and made their report.
is it, Dick?"
"What
Marion.
told
they
there,"
is
enemy
"The
let me take my Liberty Boys and make a halfnot
"Why
queried.
he
· "A strong force?"
circuit and attack the enemy :from the rear?"
"About equal to our own, I should say," replied Dick.
"I think that a good plan," was the prompt reply.
'"rhen we can handle them."
''Then I shall do it?"
"Yes, I think so," said the other scout.
"Yrs.''
advance.
to
Then the order was given for the patriots

rendezvous. One thing he reiilized, -and that was· that, liaa
there been any redcoats or -Tories- alcing·-the route he
traverse_d1 they would -likely ·have had an easy tinie ·capbiring· him, for .his thoughts wefo all Oh the- ·girl he _had left
behind him.
when
and
however;
·He did .reach the rendezvou·s safelyj·
he informed General Marion and Dick Slater of the presence 0£ the force of redcoats near· the Lock hoine, preparations to go and attack the British were at once begun . .
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- -~'Very . \vell; we will make the maneuYer a:t once." .
Ti1ey got the 'roum;l..ed ~oldiers together in the deserted
"Do so; we will keep up a cons taut firl.ng, so as to cover encan:ipment and dressed their wounds as best they could.
your mqYement."
Of course, sentinels w.er_e . placed out to _prevent the possiDick sent the word along the line of Lil.Jerty Buy~, and bility of a surprise.
·
soon they . were retiring from the ~cene. When perhaps
Twelve of the patriots had been w-0unded, and three had
seve~ty-five yards back from where Marion and his men been ~illed.
were, the Liberty Boys turned to the left and .started ~o
The w~unds of the twelve were dressed and the three
make a half-circuit of the .British encampment and take dead men we~e buried, and then the patriots started
back
the redcoats from the rear.
to their rendezvous on Snow's Island. •
They had gone about lialf the distance when they" found
Eight of the wounded were not seriously hurt, and were
themselves confronted by a force of the British.
able to walk back to the en,campment on the island, but
Dick understood the matter at once. The redcoats had
four were seriously iiljure<l, and these were left at the
been making the same kind of a move that bis Liberty
home of Mr. Lock, where they would be well tl!ken care of.
Boys were making.
·
.
In leaving the thirty-three wounded redcoats lying in
The youth had his wils about him, however, and quickly
the deserted encampment the patriots were not acting at
ordered his Liberty Boys to fire.
all. inhumanely . . They knew that the other redcoats woUld
rrhey did so.
soon return and take care ·of their· injured comrades." ·
Crash ! Roar l Rattle I
An hour and a half later the patriots ·arrived at their
The youths had got their work in first, and the redcoats
rendezvous
on Snow's Island ·and settled down to take it
were sadly demoralized.
easy
till
niorning.
They were weary as a result of their
Dick seemed to realize this intuitively, and he yelied
trip
and
battle
With
the redcoats, but they were very mill
out:
.
satisfied,
nevertheless.
They had gotten the better of the
· "9harge, Liberty Boys l Charge!"
·
·
enemy,
had
thrashed
the
redcoats soundly.
The youths obeyed the command.
l'I
like
·
this
:first
rate,"
said Bob Estabrook ~o Dick
rt was the kind of command that they liked to hea,r.
Slater,
as
they
sat
talking
next
morning while eating break-·
They dashed forward at the top of their speed, yelling
fast;
"I
would
be
wiliing
to
stay
down here maneuvering
and cheering.
with
MariOn
till
next
spring/'
They fired a couple of pistol-volleys,. thus adding _
tO. the. "And I, Bob.~· Well; we will
stay as long as there is any
demoralization of the enemy.
.
.
need of us down here, old fellow."
·
The next minute they were among the redcoats.fighting
band to hand.
They had replaced their pistols in their belts, an!'!, with
clubbed muskets, were laying about them with a right
CHAPTER XV.
pdwfil
_
The British soldiers fought back as well as they could,
TOM WA.NNETT SECURES SOME INFORMATION".
but they were outnumbered and outfought, and presently
gave way and fled for their lives, _pursued by the Liberty
"May I have leave of asence for a few hours this evenBoys.
ing, Dick?" asked Tom_Wannett 'a few evenings after the
" .Down with the king l Long live liberty!" cried the one on which he first met Lizzie Lock. ,
youths.
"Why, certainly, Tom," replied Dick; "but what is in
This was their old battle-cry, and they shouted it lustily. the wind, i£ it is· a fair question?"
The redcoats ran back in the direction of the enca~p"I can tell you, Dick," chuckled Bob; "he's going down
ment, and they rejoined their comrades there, but instead to ·Kingstree, a fair young girl tO see."
·
··
of aiding them~ they helped to. bring demoralization, and
Dick gave Tom a quick glance.
· ,··
the result was that the entire British force began to fall . The youth's face had colored up and. he rooked confused.
back.
"Jove, I believe Bob is right t'' smiled Dick.
It moved slowly at first and then .faster, and soon the re"Of course I'm right,n with another chuckle; "wliy, I
treat became a rout.
,
can prove by all the boys that he has done nothing but t~lk
. The British soldiers scattered and ran for their lives. of Lizzie Lock since the night we were there. He even
It was really a case of every man for himself.
talks of her in bis sleep!"
The Liberty Boys and Marion's men followed, firing, and
, d
"Oh, go 'long with you!" said Tom; "I don t o anykept this up until the enemy had become so scattere d as
to ·make it useless to pursue farther.
thing of the kind."
Then t h ey returne d t o th e scene o£ th e ba ttl e.
..
""How about it,,,boys?"
. asked Bob.
·
f
£
They went over the ground and found that they liad
Yes, he does, said Ben Spurlock, who was u:11 o
killed t~enty-seven of the redcoats and wounded thirty- misrhie£ and alwa.vs glad to cap for Bob . and have some
three.
fun at the expen~e of some member of _t1_1e_co_m
_p_a_n_y_. ---~-
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"How many men will we hev ?" the other asked.
"Shure an' it's mesilf has heard him," said Patsy Bran·
"Erbout seventy-five."
nigan, a fun-loving Irish youth.
plenty."
be
orter
"Thet
coinminesellufs,"
"Yah, dot is so; I haf hearded him
"Et will be."
cided Carl Gookcnspiefer, gravely.
when air we tcr be thar ?"
"An'
said
"
"Shut up, or I'll thrash the whole crowd of you!
ez near CZ posserble."
midnight,
"At
Tom, pretending to be angry. .
away, and soon disappeared from
moved
two
the
Then
"Oh, commince wid me, Tom, 111e bhy !" pleaded Patsy;
Tom's sight.
"shure an' Oi'm achin' fur er foight."
"So that is what you are going to do, eh ?11 the Liberty
"You'd be achin.g worse after it was over," said 'rom,
Boy muttered; "well, we'll .see about it!"
grimly.
He walked onward in the direction of Snow's Island.
The others laughed, and then Tom took his departure,
He was not long in arriving at the rendezvous.
followed by good-natured jollying from his comrade&.
Many of the Liberty Boys and the majority of Marion's
Kingstree,
reaching
in
hour
an
than
Tom was not more
till
and when he entered the Lock home he was given a warm men were -lying down asleep, but some of them were
welcome, for Mr. and Mrs. Lock had not forgotten the sitting up, and among these \Vas D'l.ck Sinter.
"How are you, Tom?" he greeted. "How are Mr. Lock's
seryice he had rendered Lizzie when he had rescued her
folks?"
from the hands of tl;ie Tory, Joe Joggs.
"They are all well, Dick."
Lizzie herself was delighted, for she had taken a liking
how is Dan getting along?"
"And
to Tom, but, girl-like, she tried to concear t~is fact from
getting better every day, he says."
is
'.'He
observation. ·She succeeded pretty well, so far as Tom was
"That is good."
concerned,' but she did not deceive her mother. ·
One of the wounded soldiers ,who bad been left 'at the . "Yes; but say, Dick, I have some news."
"What is it, Tom?"
Lock home was a Liberty Boy, and Tom went in and talked
The other LibeTty Boys who were awake looked at Tom
to him a few minutes, and was glad to learn that he was
with interest and curiosity.
getting better.
Then Tom told about having overheard the conversation
the
said
so,''
or
.week
a
in
agnin
boys
you
with
be
"I'll
of the two Tories and how a force was going to make an
wounded youth.
attack on the patriot families at Kingstree.
_
"I hope so, Dan," was the reply.
"Jove, that is news, sure enough !" exclaimed Dick.
fever,
of
state
a
into
comrade
his
Not wishing to excite
"Yes," said Bob, eagerly; "we must put a stop to that,
into
entered
and
Tom went back into the sitting-room
conversation with the members of the Lock family.
Tom would have liked to have add essed all his conversation to Lizzie, but he was not far enough ·al on~ · for that,
·
·
as yet. He would have to wait.
mu~h as to
as
fully
Lock
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
So he talked
it.
enfoyed
he
if
act
Lizzie, and forced himself to
He stayed a c~uple of hours and then bade them ,goodnight and took his departure. His comrade, Dari Morgan,
was asleep, so Tom did not bother him.
He walked briskly away in the direction of Snow's Island.
He had gone perhaps three-quarter s of a mile, when he
suddenly caught sight of a couple of men stanc1ing under a
large tree with their backs toward him. He could see
them plainly, owing to the moonlight.
They seemed to be engaged in conversation, and '!'om
decided to investigate. He thought it possible that he
might hear something that would be of interest.
He was a good woodsman, and was soon close enough
so "that he could hear what the two were 8aying.
He quickly learned that they were Tories, and that they
were talking abl'mt an attack which was to be made on the
little village of Kingstree.
"Ev'ry one uv ther famerlies t1rnr air rebels," one of
the two said.
"Yas, yer right,.,a.n' they orter be scotched," from the
other.
"Yer right; an' et's goin' ter be done ter-night."

eh, Dick?"
"Indeed we must. You say the attack is not to be made
until about midnight, Tom?"
"That's what they said."
"Very well; that gives us plenty of time to get .there
.
and be ready for them."
"Yes; we'll give them a welcome they arc- not looking
for."
Dick then went over to the cabin occupied by General
l\farion and knocked on the door.
"Come in," called out a voice.
Dick lifted the latch and entered.
The general was seated at a rough slab table doing some ·
writing.
"Have a seat, Dick," he said· "wl1at can I do for you?
You look as if you had news for me."
"I have, sir." .
"Then tell me at once."
Dick did so.
The general listened witli interest.
"Very good," he i:iaid, when J1e had heard all; "vc·ry
good indeed. We w:ill be at Kingstre.c and receive th~
Tories."
"That was my idea, sir."
"Yes, and we have plenty of time to get there if they
are not to make the attack before midnight."
"That is what the men said; but it might be well to be
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on hand as early as possible. They might get there earlier
and decide to make the attack sooner."
"True ; well, we will be there by eleven o'clock, or a bit
sooner ."
They talked the matter over and arrang ed the details of
their intend ed maneuvers, and then went out and arouse(l.
their men and told them to get ready for an expedition.
The patriot s were eager and quickly made .t heir arrang e·
ments.
~alf an hour later they set out.
They walked steadily onward, and an hour and a half
latel' they arrived at Kingst ree. It was no.w almost mid
..
night, but there were as yet no signs of the Tories.
"They 'll be along soon, though , you may be sure," said
Dick to the general.

They thtew away their rifles ill ord!)r to run fa~ter, aqd
soon they were in among tlw tret;s and flf'!~ing in AB l.ll\J.AY
differt;pt, directions as t!:if.!W were m1n1,
The chase was abandone(j ~y the patriot s then, for it
wou!cl be useless to try tg patch tho Tqr~~1:1 when th.ey were
runnin g singly. .
··
The soldiers returne d tQ the EJ~tth,nnel!t and foupg the
people out in front of their houses greatly (!~<;it~ f)Ver the
aJl'air.
The matter was explain~Q to tli~m~ imd they thanke~
Geueral Marion and Dick Slater for coming and driving
the Tories away.
Tom Wannett seized upon tl}e opportpIJity presenteq and
had a talk with Lizzie Lock. Whep she learned thilt he
had learned of the coming of the Tories while retur}ling
"Lik~ly."
from her home, she said that she was glad that he had
They were right. They had been in p(lsition only a few come.
minute s when out fr9m among the trees at th~ north side
"So am I!" he said, and there was such a meanin g look
of th~ clearin g in which stood the houses came the Tory
on his face and such a significant intona tion to his voice
fore(!.
that the girl understood and blushed.
There were at least seventy-five of them, the pEttriots
'I'he ·wound.eel Tories were carried to one of the h9l)ses
judged .
and their injurie s were looked after, and some Qf the pa" One good volley will send them away f(.lster th(.ln they triots
buried those who had been killed, five in nulT!ber.
have traveled in a long time, though, I'll wager," said Gel\It was decided that it would be well t6 guard the seteral Marion.
tlemen t the rest of the night, so the Libert y Boys Rtayed.
"Just w1rni I was lhinkin g," agreed Dick.
'Mario n and his men retul'lled t.Q the rendezveus in . the
Closer and closer came the Tories, and they stopped at swamp
s on the island.
the first house they came to, and, surrou nding it, knocked
The Tories did not return , however; evidently they hail
on the door and dem\).ngei;l th~t it be openeP. in the name
had all the experience they desired for one night.
Qf the li:in~.
Next mornin g the settlers ' wives and daught ers bestirred
"Now is tho tlll\e fo mrike the 11ttack," Sl\id General M~themselves early and cooked breakf ast _tor the Liberty
rion.
·
Boys.
"Yes," llgr~ed Diok.
It was a · glorious breakfast indeed. 'l'he youths at,e
Then they gave the signitl, an<;1 the patri9t s d11sl!ed for· heartil
y and enjoyed the meal hugely.
ward, strniah t tQw~rd the Tories.
As may well be supposed, the youths did not enjoy the
'fhey wei:e qqicldy withjp mus~et-shot distancet ;md meal
the less because there were a score of pretty mai~ens
they fired a vol1ey, which did considerable execution.
who waited on them, brlngin~ them food as faRt as suppiies
Were Uepleted.
I .
. ..

ORAPTER XVI.'
P1ANN INg AN

E~PEUJTION.

Those of the Tories who did not go do_wn dead or
wounded broke a11d fled in the greate st haste.
They had not expected this. They had though t that they
would come to this quiet little settlem ent and have things
all their own way, but they wer ruc1rly awakened from
thi dream.
'rhey ran with all their might, for they knew that they
were outnumbered by the rebels, and, too, they were not
good fight rs, anyway,
The patr!ot11 eager to give the 'l'orfoa n. go.ad scare while
they were at it, gave chase, yelling at the top of their voices
and firing pistol-Rhots 11s rapidly as possible.
The Tories ran as they had never l):ln before.

'fhe girls, it may 11s well be s.tated, were (.ls well pl~ased ,
as were the boys. Thus it was a very pleasa nt affair, indeed, and all enjoyed themselves hu~ely. ·
Soon after breakfast the Liberty Boys took their leave,
for they did not believe that the Tories would return.
They were only a little more than an hour In reachin g
the rendezvous on Snow's Island.
They were greeted pleasantly by their comrades, and
then Dick went to the cabin occupied by the general and
hacl a talk with him ..
l'I have a plan in mind," said Ma,rion, "which , if I could
carry out, w9uld give me a great deal of pleaRure."
"What is it?" asked Dick.
"There is a Brifr<h ontpost clown the river about. fifteen
miles. They have a f01t there and a gitrrison of abo\lt two
hundre d men, possibly a little more. I would like tp capture this outpos t."
"We ought to be able to do it, sir."
"I do:p't know," with fl shake of the head; "they are
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, trongiy fortified, you k~o\v, · and fu11t is not .like when
they, are encamped ill the operi:H
CHAPTE R XVII.
"That is true, General Marion; but I am willfng . to
· ·
make the attempt, if you are."
THE ATTACK ON THE OUTPOST.
to go
willing
be
w~uld
"You thi~ your Liberty Boys
into the affair, eh?" - ..
"All ready, boys ?"
"They will be delighted to do so."
t'Yes, yes !"
"I thought .as much."
know;
I
;,Then push off."
attempt,
the
make
to
glad
be
will
men
own
"My
considbe
may
it
affair
the
into
go
to
so if you are willing
It was about four o'clock in the afternoon of the day
ered settled."
succeeding thJtt on which it had been decided to go and
"I shall be glad to go into it, and whenever you say the make an attack on the ·British outpost.
word myself and Liberty Boys will be ready."
General Marion and his men had crossed the Pedee ancl
"Very good; we will get at it at once."
were now riding toward the British fort.
·
"To-day?"
The Liberty Boys were in boats on the river, and when
"No, but we will begin making . our preparations to- Die~ told them to push off, they•did so at onee.
day."
They were soon out in the middle of the stream and
"How will we go? · On foot?"
moved slowly down it, for there was no need of haste, it
"Part of the force will go down on horseback; the rest
being _their intention . to wait till nightfall before making
will go in boats."
·
the attack on the outpost.
"Have you the boats?"
The boat in which was Dick Slater had the lead, and
"Yes."
they had gone about five miles Dick, who sat in the
when
"I aidn't suppose there were many boats to be had in
caught sight of something just as they were rounding
bow,
these parts."
and quickly ordered the youths to back water.
':I have been quietly gathering a fleet of boats for several a bend
He motioned for all the you_ths to turn the boats around,
weeks, and have at least twenty."
..
and the_y did so.
"That is good.''
"What is it, Dick?" asked several.
"Yes." ,
then
and
more,
or
hour
an
plans
their
discussed
They
_ " There is a schooner just around the bend, boy~," was
them
told
and
were
youths
the
where
to
back
Dick went
the reply ; "and some redcoats are loading it from the
wind.
what was in the
shore with boxes and barrels." ·
It pleased them greatly. ·
"It's a s-iipply 's-chooner that has been sent inland from
"That's just the thing to do!"
Charleston ," 'said Bob Estabrook.
"I like that kind of work!" "That is just what it is!" from Mark Morrison.
"Going to capture a fort! Hurrah!""And we must capture it!" from Dick.
"When are we to do this, Dick?"
"Yes, yes!"
Such were a few of the exclamations and questions given
"What is the plan, Dick?" asked Sam Sanderson.
utterance to by the Liberty Boys.
Dick explained all to them, and tbey began looking to
"It is simple enough. We will make a landing, cross the
..
their weapons at.once.
neck of land yonder and make a sudden dash. I am sure
that we can easily eapture the schooner."
"Who is to go in the boats, Dick?" asked' Bob.
will."
we
likely
"I don't know yet, Bob; but
"Yes," said Bob; "I don't suppose that they have very ·
"All right."
many men."
The encampment took on~ bu~y appearance :right nway,
"No, not many."
for the Swamp Fox's _men went to work getting ready ·for
The Liberty Boys pulled in to the shore· and disemthe expedition also. .
·
barked.: · ·
After supper that evening -Tom Wannett agai11 askeii for
A dozen of the youths remained to guard the boats, and
leave of absence to go and see L1zzie Lock, and Dick
their way across the neck of land. There
granted it-all the more readily because he wished_to know the rest made
on the neck and their movements were shieldeil
whether o~ not the Tories had been seen in the vicinity being trees
. · . · ·· · from the enemy.
·
·
· agai~ . . _
At the edge of the timber they paused a few moments to
Tom returned about ten o'clock and reported that all
the .situation before making the attack.
take
,_
was quiet in the little settlement.
The scl10oner lay at a landing and there was ·a cabin
"Not a Tory had shown himself," he said.
near by, from which, doubtless, the boxes and barrels had
_
"That is good," said Dick.
been taken. Some redcoats, perhaps a dozen in all, were on
Bob.
"Yes, it is. a good thing for the Tories," said
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the schooner, and more were on the shore, loading the . "'fhat was well done!" said the Swamp Fox; "undoubtboxes and barrels. A negro was helping.
edly that cargo is of considerable value."
"That is what I thought, and . that was the reason' I
There were about a score of the redcoats.
Having taken the look, the Liberty Boys were ready for made up my mind that \Ve wouid try and capture the
v~ssel."
.
.··
work.
Dick told them to make a sudden dash, and then he gave . Dick theri . told about the capture in d~tajl.
A little later the talk tui:ned to the ei.pedit_ion that_they
the signal.
·
They leaped forth from among the trees and ran toward were engaged upon.
"How far is it to the British outl?ost ?" asked Dick.
the schooner with all their might.
·
"About three miles,n was the reply: ·.
··
The British were busily engaged loading the schooner,
'11'hen we will remain here till the time comes to adanJ did not see the Liberty Boys coming until they were
vance and make the attack."
close at hand.
"Yes; we dare not advance any farther in daylight. We
"Surrender!" cried Dick Slater, waving his sword;
might
be seen, and that would spoil. our ~hances of taking
"don·t attempt to resist, if you value your lives!"
the enemy by surprise."
.
The British were taken by surprise arid were filled with
When evening came they ate the cold foq_tl '_ the./ had
c~nsierriation. Their commander, howeVllr, yelled to his
brought ·~ith them an~ then settled down to take things
men to fire upon the rebel!:;, and on hearing this Dick gave
easy till time to move on the enemy's outpost.
the signal to the Liberty Boys, and they fired ·a volThey remained there till . half~past nine o'e-lock, and
ley.
-.:
then General 1\Iarion·said they hac1 .'better start.
They killed and wounded at least ten of the: redcoats
The Swamp Fox and his men were to ride clear around
and the others, after firing a scattering volley that did the outpost and advance to the attack from the south,
little damage, leaped into the water and swam toward the while the Liberty Boys advanced to the attack from the
other shore.
north.
" Hurrah! That was easily done!" cried Bob EstaThe Swamp Fox and his men mounted their horses a~d
rode .away, and the Liberty Boys got into their boats and
brook.
started down the river.
"So it was," agreed Dick.
The British fort stood close beside the river, General
They carried the wounded redcoats, six in number,
aboard• the schooner and proceeded to bury the four who Marion said, aBd its location could not be missed, for it
stood on an eminence, a sort of bluff :nearly forty .feet
were dead.
.
.. . .
. .
· This done, they discussed the situation. What should high.
Half
an
hour
later
the
youths
sighted the fort outlined
be done with the schooner?
against
the
horizon.
It
was
a
beautiful
moonligpt n!ght,
It was decided to place a guard of half a dozen of the
and
one
could
see
pretty
well.
)'ouths on the schooner and leav.e it where it was ..
"It's too bright a night · for our purpose," Bob said,
The six who were to remain there ~ere designated by
when
talking of the matter. "We will not be able to take·
lot, for no~e wanted to stay.
··
the
enemy
by surprise."
When this had been settled they went be.ck to where the
.. They made a landi.ng when they .were pel'haps half a
boats were and got in and started down the stream
mile from the fort.
again.
'J.'hey tied the boats to trees and made their way dciwn
They continued onward till they were signaled from
toward the fort on foot.
the shore by General 'Marion and his men.
They got as close to the outpost as they could without
Then they went ashore and were greeted heartily by
being seen by tg!} sentinels and then. they waited for thri
their comrades.
signal.
·
"We thought we heard firing an hour or so ago/' said
They .were at the footJ>f the~lope and perhaps two hunthe Swamp Fox. .
dred yards distimt from the fort ..
"I guess you did hear firing," said Dfok.
The signal that had been agreed upon was a single pistol"How is that?" eagerly; "do you know anything abou.t shot, and when this was heard both parties were to dash
it?"
up the slope and make an attack.
·
"Yes," smiled Dick; "we did the firing, or most of it,
The youths stood there, muskets in hand, waiting for
the signal.
at least."
.
"Did you run aeross some redcoats?"
They realized that it was going to be a stubborn fight.
The British were fortified, and it was not like attacking a
"Yes."
Then Dick told about liaving discovered some redcoats party in the open.
loading a schooner and how they had attacked the redcoats
The youths were grim and determined, however; they
and killed and wounded half their number and caused the felt that they would make every effort to overcome the
rest to leap into the river and swim for their lives.
enemy and capture the fort.
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''So I told him."
'l'enJ fifteen, twenty minute6 passed, and then on the
'11 he patriot soldiers went forward and withdrew their
night air sounded a aingle pistol-shot.
This was the eighal.
dead and wounded comrades.
Seven patriet soldiers had been killed j five of these were
\vith11ut a wordJ and as silently as possible, the Libt!rty
men and two were Liberty Boys. Eleven had
Marion's
·
Boys leaped forward.
wounded~ six of these were Marion's men and five
been
They ran up the slope at the top of their speed.
Sbdn the battlll was on and the rattle of musketry was were Liberty Boys.
The seven dea~ patriotti were burietl aml the wounds
heard, sounding doubly loud in the stillness of the night.
the injured were dressed as best could bt: clone under the
of
'I'ne two forces attacked the British from opposite sides
circumstances.
simultan!iJously, and this disconcerted the redcoats not a
"We will cany the wounded men and put them in some
little.
the boats," said General Marion.
of
'l'hey fought br!skly, however, and, having a confidence
"Yes, that will be the best way to get them back to the
in the strength of their defenses, held their own remarkaagreed Dick.
rendezvous,"
bly well, when it is taken into consideration that they were
So the wounded men were carried and placed in the
fighting two forces that had the reputa:tio~. of being the
most desperate fighters that had a part in the War of the boats.
The Liberty Boys then took their places in the boats
Revoh1tion.
started back up the river. The Swamp Fox and his
and
it
awhile
for
and
indeed,
one,
The battle was a desperate
went and mounted their horses and rode back toward
men
seemed as if the patriots would succeed in getting in and
north.
the
capturing the fort; but, the redcoats fought desperately
The attack on the outpost of the British had not been
also and managed to repulse the patriots.
General .Marion was a careful commander. He never successful, but the pa-triots had the satiefaction of knowing
liked to expose his men to certain death, and so he gave tha~ they had inflictea fully as much damage upon the
British as had been inflicted upon them.
the signal to retire, and the patriots did so.
The Liberty Boys did so reluctantly, for their blood was
up, but they did not wish to disobey the order of the Swamp
Fox, so they retreated.
Half an hour later the two parties were together and
CHAPTER XVIII.
were talking the matter . over. Dick and the general dis~ussed the affair from every standpoint, and it was decided
THE FATE Ol!' THE CAPTURED SCHOONER.
not to renew the attack.
"We will go forward under cover of a flag of truce,"
"Wt'lll, what ate we going to do . with this schooner,
said t4e general, ''and will bring away our dead and
Dick?"
wounded."
"Sail it up the river to Snow's Island, Bob, and then
Dick went fo1'1v11.rd, cari"ying the flag of truce:
unload the cargo and take the clothing, provisions and
was halted when about fifty yards from the fort.
other things to the rendezvous."
"What itl wantetl ?" the sentinel asked.
"All right; that's what 1 supposed you were going
"I wish to see the commander of the fort," replied Dick;
to do."
"\ve want to bring away our dead and wounded."
"Yes."
"I .will tell the officer of the guard. u
The Liberty Boys had reached the schooner and boarded
The officer of the guard '\las sumtnon~d, and he conand wel'e given a joyous greeting oy thOse who had been
it,
ducted Di~k to thll foi't, where the youth had a talk with
on board the vessel.
left
the co1prnander, who appeared to be a very fair-minded
The six youths who had retllained behind were serry
man.
the patriots had failed to capture the British fort 1
that
"You may come and take yotir dead and wounded
but all were glad that the schooner and its cargo had been
away," he said.
t:!aptured. This was some satisfaction, at any rate.
'• 1'hank yo\J.,' 1 said Dick.
Some of the Liberty Boys were pretty good sailors, and
"I will give you two hours in which to do this; then if
took charge tlf the schooner and proceeded to sail the
these
open
to
men
my
order
will
I
range
'vlthin
are
any of you
up the riYer.
vessel
fire."
other youths followed in the boats.
The
"'rwo hours will give Uti ample time," said Dick.
reached Snow's Island at last and proceeded to
They
Thert he took his departure.
schooner.
the
unload
''Did they grant the permission to take the dead and
'l'he wounded soldiers were carried to the rendezvous
wotiiided away; Dit!k?" asked Marion.
"Yes, sir; the co1l1r11ander there gave us two hours." ' and rha~e comfortable i:o. one of tM cabins, and theh . the
patriot~, both the Liberty Boys and Marian's men, put in
"That will be plenty of time."

He
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That evening Tom Wannett asked to be permitted to go
the rest of the night unloading the schooner and carrying
'
to the Lock home.
the cargo to the rendezvous.
"All right; go along, Tom," said Dick. "I know that
It was broad daylight when the inst loads were ready to
be taken, and Dick then turned to General Marion and you want ·to see Lizzie, and · l ·am anxious to know how Dan
Morgan is getting along."
asked:
"Thank you, Dick."
"What is to be done with the schooner?"
The other youths addressed a few jollying remarks to
"We will burn it," was the reply.
Tom, but he was proof ag~inst their raillery, and laughed
--;;you think we will not need it, then?"
of it again, so we at them good-naturedly.
"No; and the redcoats might get hold
.
Tom was at the Lock home an hour later, and was give,n
might as well destroy _it."
Dick and the general went aboard the schooner and set a warm welcome.
"Did you go and make the attack on the British fort?"
fire to it in the hold, so that the fire would gain good headway before the smoke would be seen a very great distance. asked Lizzie, eagerly.
"Yes," replied Tom.
By so doing any redcoats in the vicinity could not get
"Did you capture it?"
vessel.
the
·save
an<l
out
fire
the
put
to
1.here in time
"No; .Lizzie."
They went ·ashore, and the entire force set out for the
"They were too strong for you,. 'then?"
reudel!lvous. ·
"Yes, they were strongly fortified, and we could not capAt the top of a ridge they paused and looked ha-ck. The
ture the fort, but we did them as much damage as they
smoke Was curling up through, 1llso.

.

"Let's stay here and watch it awhile/' said Bob . Esta- did us."
Then he to1d the ~fory o.f the a:ff.air." He told also about
brook.
capture. of the British schooner with the cargo of cloththe
an
nearly
there
remained
they
All agreed to this and
ing, provisions, · ammunition, etc ..
hour watching the buming s?h?oner . .
His hearers said that this was good, anyway, even
Then they turned away and walked steadily onward,
thoughI they had failed to capture the fort.
carrying their loads, till they reached the r~ndezvous.
"Yes," said Tom.
They settled down to take it easy the rest of the day,
Then he asked if any· Tories had been seen in tha~ refor they were tired, as wen th(ly might be.
gion since they had driven them a.way.
They discussed the affair of the night before.
others
but
outcome,
the
"No," was the reply. "They have stayed away."
Many were disappointed over
He remained there a coupl~ of hours and th~n took his
said they felt very well satisfied.
· "They had the advantage, and I think ~e did well to do departure.
He bad gone only about a quarter of a mile when sudwhat we did," said Mark Morrisbn.
denly someone leaped upon him from behind.
"I think so, too, Mark," agreed Dick.
Tom, although taken by surprise, was not the kind that
kept
had
we
if
fort
the
capturecl
have
could
we
think
"I
on trying_" said Bob, who had been disappointed because gave up easily, and he struggled with all his might.
He held his own remarkably well,'Qut presently caught
they had gh·en up the attempt and retreated.
"I don't \:now about that, Bob,'' said Sam Sanderson; nis foot in a trailing vine and fell, his opponent on top
·
_
"I fear we would simply have lost half of our number and [of him.
"Now I've got ye .I" the Liberty Boy's assailant cried,
been forced to retreat at last."
"Tha:t is what t think," said Dick. "I believe we did triumphantly. "Now I'll end yer days, blast ye J"
"Why should you want to do that?" asked Tom.
the wise thing in retiring."
"Becos I hate ye, blast ye!"
But Bob shook his head. He was a fighter, and never
"Why should you hate me? What have I ,done to you?"
wanted to Acknowledge that it might be- better to run awaJ
"Yer ther lover uv Lizzie Lock!"
in order to ''live·to fight another day." His motto was to
"Well, what of that?" Tom asked.
:fight to the bitter end every titne.
"Er good deal. I love 'er, myse'fl"
''We gav-e· them a big scare, anyway, Bob," said Dick.
Tom understood it now, and he recognized his assailant
"It is ahnost as good as if we had captured the fort.
last. The man was no other than Joe J oggs-so the
at
]
dare.
would
force
patriot
any
that
'Pliey were not thinking
Iyouth felt me. He had not gotten a very good lo~k at
make such an attempt."
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Lizzie's would-be lover, the time he put him to flight, but The Liberty Boys remained with Marion on the Pedee
several weeks longer, and did good work for the great cause.
this fellow corresponded to him first rate.
· They liked to maneuver with Marion, for he used the
"You are Joe Joggs!" said_Tom.
kind of tactics they liked to use, and it was with sincere
"Y as I am; an' I'm go in' ter kill ye, blast ye !"
regret that they at last decided to leave the South.
"You won't ga1n anything by that."
The Swamp Fox hated to have them go.
"W'y not?"
"If you would stay here a few months longer, I think
~'Beci:mse~ my comrades will hunt you down and kill you.
So if you lose your own life as a result of your action there we would be able to chase the redcoats clear out of the -

.

Carolinas," he said.
"Well, we may return and help you at another time,"
so
an'
ye,
. "But yer comrades won' know who killed
said Dick. "I feel that we may be needed in the North."
they won' bother me."
So they bade goodby to the Swamp Fox and his men and
"They will find out, never fear."

will be no profit in it for you, will there?"

rode away toward the North.
The Bad Six \].isorganized after the death of its leader~
Then Joe Joggs quickly je~ked a kn!fe from: his belt
Joggs, and it was never heard of again.
.Joe
and woi1ld have plunged. it into Tom's breast, but the Lib~
erty' Boy was on bi;; giiard, and by a herc'nlean effort ~uc: Jed Towner, the hunter, lived till long after the end of
ceeded in throwing his opponent aside 'a~d- leaping to. hi~ the war, and he never forgot Dick Slater.
Tom Wa'nnett returned to the Pedee at the clQse of the
feet.
war and· married Lizzie Lock, who had promised to be his
With a -snarl of rage, Joggs scrambled to his feet and,
wife, before he had returned to the North.
toward the youth.
knife in hand, leaped
.
.
Tom felt that it was his life or the othfr man's, howTHE END.
ever; and he had already drawn . arid cocked a pistol'. · As

"I'll resk et."

the other leaped toward him he leveled tli'e pi~toi and' fired.
The next number (211) of "The Liberty Boys of '76:''
wil contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT GUILFORD
.
Crack!
The pistoi-shot rang out loudly on the night . air, andr COuR'i'HOUS E ~ OR, · A DEFEAT THAT · PROVED
.
imme~iately follo,~ing it sounded a cry of pain, of. horror, A VICTORY," by Harry Moore.
from the lips of the Tory, !ind he .sank .to the ground, a.
bullet through his heart.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
"I hated to do it," murmured Tom; "but he would have
are always in print. lf you cannot obtain them from any .
it-hello, who are they?"
in money or postage stamps by
Running toward him were five men, and the thought newsdealer, send the price
m.a.il to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
came to ~Qm that these were the othei: members. of the BaQ.
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
Six band.
you order by return mail .
. Not wishing to enter into a combat with such odds
against him, Tom turned and ran.
"Stop! Stop!" was the c~y from the five, but Tom kept
on running. His · pursuers fired several pistol-shots, but The Best Illustrated ~kly Story Paper Published. ·
~ --·~ -
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none of the bullets came near the Liberty Boy.
16 PAGES.
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He was a fast runner, and succeeded in getting away
from his enemies.
OUT TO-DAY!
- When he reached the rendezvous he told his comrades OUT TO·DAYI
about Ms encounter with-Joe Joggs.
A BOY FROl\l THE STREET 0~. .~~;v~~~~:.R·
".I guess I Jdlled him," he said; "l hated to do it, but
By C. LITTLE.
him."
:finished
hadn't
I
if
me
killed
have
he would
"You did the right thing, Tom," said Dick; "that scounFor Sale by all Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Addrel'is no loss to the community, and now that he is dead, dress on Receipt of Price, 5 Cents per Copy, by
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No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fourTHE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE teen illustrations, giving the diffe.re~t positions req1:1i~ite to become
OK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the a good speaker, reader and elocut1omst. Also contamm~ gems from
t famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without a~l the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged m the moet
simple and concise manner possible.
wonderful little book.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'.rE.--;-Giving r1:1les fc:>r conducting deo.. 4?. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.ta1!1mg a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch bates, outlines for. de~ates, qu_estions for d1sc1:1ss1on,_ and the bed
for procurmg mformation on the questions given.
sources
amuse·
home
for
thing
the
Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just
t and amateur shows.
SOCIETY.
o. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation al'8
JOKffi BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
book .. Besides the vari.ous !Deth_ods or
little
this
by
expl~if!ed
fully
orfor
. s~ould obtain this ~ook, as it contains full instructions
har.dkerch1ef, fan, glove, parasol, wmdow and hat flirtation, 1t conzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe
o. 65. .l\:IULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbis is one of the most original ~ains a .full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which i1
books ever published, and it is bl'imful of wit and humor. It 1 m~erestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
.
.
,
ains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of without one.
rence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of . ~o. 4. H.OW .TO DANC,,E is the title of a ne"'. and h11;ndsomt
day. Every bo~ who can enjoy a good substantial joke should l~tt1e .book JUSt issued ?Y I<r~nk To1:1sey. It contams full mstr?c. hons m the art of dancmg, etiquette m the ball-room and at parties,
in a copy immediatelv
. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing com- how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
.
,,
e instructions how to m~ke up for various characters on the danies.
No. ~· HOW TQ MA~~ LOVI)l.-A C!>mplete guide tc;> Iov
e_; 'tog~ther with the du ies of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
etiquette
!lnd
.rules
!ldv1ce,
ble
1
sens·
g1vmg.
me Artist and Property fan. By a prominent Stage Manager. courtship and ma:nage,
o. 80. GUS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat- to be observed, with many cunous and mterestmg thmgs not
.
.
. .
jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and eravy k~own.
popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome I No. l 1 • f!:OW TO DRE.SS.-Contauung full mstructu~n. lai
' art o~ <lressmg and appea:mg well at home and abroad, g1viiii t
ov~r containing a half-tone photo of the author.
.
select10ns of colors, material, and how to have them made
~o. 18. HOW '.rO BECQME BEAUTIFpL.-One •
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and_ most valuable little books ever g!ven to
HOW TO KEEP A WINDO\V GARDEN -C t . .
o~ ammg Everybody wishes to know how to be!c ; r ! ; ; • : I
:
.
.
• .
uct1ons for constructmg a wmdow garden ~1~her m t~wn female. '.rhe secret is simple, and aln
ll-y, and the most approved methods for ra1~mg beautiful and be convinced how to become beau
ers at howc. The most complete book of the kmd ever pub- ,
BIRDS AND A
.
.
f h
r d. "O HOW "'0 COOi.,. o
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrat an
t e .most mstruc~1ve books
:>...- ne !>
•
..1.
o. <>. •
cookmg ever publ~s~ed. It. con tams. recipes for cook mg. meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of the
, game, and oysters, al.so pies, p_uddmgs, cakes and all kmds of I canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
~y, and a grand collection of i:ec1pes ~y one of our most popular· I
\ RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
f
t'
. f
t ·
TO KEEP HOUSE It
0 .' 37. HOW
. - .con .ams m orma 10n or trated. By Ira Drofraw.
.
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint1
ybody, boys, gi!·ls, ~en and women; 1t will teach you how to .1
e almost auythmg ~round the hous~, su~h as parlor ~rnalf!ents, '! on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure ski~ Copiou y · Justrated. By J. Harrington
kets, cements, Aeohan harps, and bird hme for catchmg birds.
•
· ·
•
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
reMfllMt • • •• •, ,
~o._ 46. HOW TO MAKE AND US.E. ELECTRICITY.-.!: de- 1\ va~~bl~i· ~~~nr t ctiol:ia in eollec
1pt10n of the wo?derful ~ses of electr.1city and ~lectro magnet1s!Il; I and preserving birds animals a~ ·
rA A'G Pl!tI'S:[~.jif,l~t:ei~~~;i::.Jjlil
No. 54. HOW TO' EE
ether with full mstruct10ns for makmg Elect~ic: Toys, Batten~s,
p ,
,
c, :J?y George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Contammg over fifty 11- plete information as to the manner and met od 0 rai
J taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving ful
st.rat1 ons.HOW TO AKE
64 ·
E1:-ECTRICf'.L MAC~INE.S.-C!>n- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained b,v twenty-eight
. ~ . M
g full Jire ... tions for makmg electrical machmes, mdu~t.1on illustrations roaking it the most complete book of the kind ever
, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published '
·
1·
R. A. R. B ennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
:\o. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and In·
e collec:tio~ of ins~ructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
structive book, giving a comp lete treatise on chemistry; also exther with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thie
ENTERTAINMENT.
o. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
nedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading ' No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY. -A complete hand-book for
book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- m11~ing all Jgpds otcandy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 84. ·HOW TO BECOl\IE AN AUTHOR-Containing full
es every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also contain ing
t book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable in formation as to the neatness, legibility and general comof manusc ript, essentia l to a successful author. By Prince
position
le little book just published. A complete compendium
ports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable Hiland.
No. 38. HOW To-nECOME YOUR OWN "DO-CTOR.-A wonr drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in the
any book published.
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
treatment
. OW TO PLAY f;.AMES.-A complete and useful little
k, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
gammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
o. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
taining
catches
curious
ading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles,
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
itty sayings.
No. 58. HOW '.rO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
. 52. HOW 1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
and
Poker,
Casino, Fortv-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw
on Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Containo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three huninteresting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides &ad other
also
Anderson.
A.
plete book. Fully illustrated. By
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
o. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
full explanations how to galo ad.aittance,
CADET.-Containing
know
to
desires
man
young
every
that
one
and
great life secret,
cou rse of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff ,,f .Jfficers, Post
1bout. There's happiness in it.
33. HOW 'I'O BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egulations, Fire Department, and alJ a boy should
society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu.. l'enarens, author
ng to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL C.itDET.-Complete ine drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to th" Annapolis Naval
Also containing the course of ~nstruction, description
Academy.
DECLAMATION.
27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
taining the most popular sele<::tions In use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the "United States Navy. Com, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtt'n by Lu Senaren€, &uthor of "How to Become e.
West Point Military Cadet."
mlllJ standard readings.
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